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Young Wftd -'. West ·' Busting"

A- .show

•
4)R. ARIETTA AND THE AC~SS

•

By AN OLD 3COUT
CHAPTER !.-The Show People Arrive at
Grub Stake.
A few years ago, when mining camps were
springing up like mushrooms in different parts of
Colorado, as well as• other localities in the region
known as the Wild West, a prospector, who had
een "grub-staked" by a friend, struck it rich in a
wild part of the Rockies. A few months later
there was a hustling camp there, and it was
named Grub *Stake. It--was not long before the
camp boasted of a population of a hundred and
fifty, and was also a sort of headquarters for the
ranchmen surrounding it within a radius of fifty
miles.
The best machinery of the times was brought
to Grub Stake and mining was being carried on
• successfully. One day at noon in the fall of the
year two big covered wagons, each drawn by
four horses, appeared on the trail at the outskirts
of the mining camp, in plain sight of it, for the
clistance was not more than a quarter of a mile
to the "Bend," which was where the trail turned
.ffiarply to the left, and then came straight
~ ough the center of the collection of shanties
and tents. Behind• the wagons came two men ridin,r bronchos, and they chose to remain behind
-until the wagons pulled in before the big- shanty
structure that was called the Royal Arms, the
same being a hotel kept by an Englishman named
Joseph Penny. Of course, there was quite a
pthering there by this time, for it had quickly
spread through the camp that the two wagons
were conl,ing.
About every one who could read knew what the
lettering on the wag-on tops meant. They were
biJr letters, too, and the words they formed indicated that it was _Hiram· G. Benrs Traveling
Show that had struck Grub Stake. Mr. Bent was
one of the two horsemen, and without any loss of
time he quickly introduced himself.
"Ladies and gents," he • called out, "I take
~sure inJetting you all know that a show has
come to your town to remain here a few days. I
promise you that only the best of talent in the
way of actors and actresses belona- to my troupe.
Therefore, you-are going to get a great deal more
than your money's worth. With the permission of
the mayor Qf ihe town, I will erect my tent with-

out delay, or I should say as soon as we ha'4e been·
fed by this ex,cellent establishment, which seems
to me to be about the finest looking hotel I have
seen in a long time."
Then the affable showman made a low bow, and
. Joseph Penny, who was standing in the doorway,
felt so flattered at what he said that he promptly
ran out, and putting out his hand, exclaimed:
"Shake hands, sir. I am Joseph Penny, the •
proprietor of the Royal Arms, and I ain at your
service, sir."
"Thank you. That is the way I like to be received. I trust I am not putting you to any great
trouble. There are eight in our party, and I have
no,.dou~t. but that they are all quite hungry."
I ,~m feed a whole lot more than eight, Mr.
Bent, declared the proprietor, who had lived so
long in America that he had quite lost the accent
of his race.
The sh,owman Quickly dismounted, and then the
drivers of the two wagons turned to him questioningly and one of them asked what they were to do
with the horses.
"Drive over under the sl\ade of the trees and let
theni stay there UJttil after we have eaten dinner.
Then w~'ll see about a place to put up our tent,"
was the reply. "But wait a '.!Ilin11te. Marie, get
out of the wagon, You certainly are not asleep
again, are you?"
"You don't mean-to say we are here, do you,
Hiram?" she asked tartly.
"Easy, my dear. Don't get excited. Look
around and you can see for ' yourself. Look· at
the very excellent hotel that is right here at our
disposal."
"Excellent nothing," came the· reply. "You
iion't call that thing a hotel, do you? Why, it ts
nothin£ more than a ramshackle old building that
looks as though it was put up without the use of
nails. But I suppose it is the best that can be
found here, so I am not going .to grumble."
Then the woman turned back into the wagon
and the next minute reappeared. This time she
got out ·upon the a-round, anc:t showed 1,p corpulent, red-faced and disagreeable, if looks
counted for anything.
"Ladies arid gentlemen," "Hiram · G. Blo\Jlt said,
"I. take pleastae in introducina- to you my wife,
whose stage name is Marie Stafford. This was

.
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her maiden name, ladies and gentlemen, and she
l'Well, if Mr. Penny really insists, I will go
decided to hold to it, and bein~ bent on letting her out and unlock the box and pay him in advance.
have her own way, she has not taken .the name But I am sure he is willing to trust us."
of Bent. Ha, ha, ha!"
"That's all right," spoke up Pe_n ny. "Don't
The showman laughed at his own joke, and a Lother yourself. Go ahead an' eat. I didn't mean
titter could be heard from the miners and others to insult yer when I asked for the money in ad~
gathered about.
vance. But that's the way we do business here
"The rest will please get out and come into th~ when strangers come along."
hotel," Bent called out rather loudly, as he step"I don't blame .you in -the least," and then the
pea to the other wagon. In -about five minutes showman began usine; his knife and fork, and th~
two middle-aged women got out. Then came a rest followed his example. The proprietor wentl
~·t•ung girl of perhaps eighteen, who was very or, out to the bar-room, where there was quite a
pretty, as everyone who saw her would have been large congregation.
,
·
willing to declare. She seemed somewhat timid,
''What kind of a show is it, Joe?" a lanky
too, and held t"be loose wrap about her as if cowboy asked, as he.Jooked· inquiringly at the
rather ashamed of the skirts she wore. But the proprietor when he .illne in.
other woman, ignoring the lookers-on, entirely,
"I didn't think to ask. But there's eight people,
walked straight to the door of the hotel, where so it oughter be a putty good show. Them is
the wife of the proprietor now stood waitine; to mighty big wagons, an' most likely they've got
receive them.
everything t:tiat goes with a show in 'em." .
"There's eight people, I know, 'cause I counted
"That's it, go right on inside, ladies," Bent
. said, nodding his approval. "You have all -traveled 'em, but you don't s'pose they're all actors, tlo
.
enouJPh to know what to do when you reach a yer?"
·
·
first-class hotel." "You can't tell about that. I've seen shows in
"Pooh!" exclaimed the corpulent lady, who had all parts of the world. In Australia they have
been introduced as the showman's wife. There it travelin' shows goin' around an' the drivers is
goes again! First-class hotel. I'd like to know actors jest as well as any of the rest of 'em.
where you will find one in this part of the coun- That may .be true in this case."
try."
"It may be, but I don't think they all look much
"Easy, my dear," cautioned Bent. "I am sure like actors. There's one gal there what is as pu
as a picture, an' maybe she's a first-class one. Bu
~ the proprietor is a very fine gentlemen, and no
the other women is. putty old, an' their faces is
doubt his place is one of the 'best." ,
The ladies havine; left the wagons, the two so wrinkled from usin' paint an' powder, I s'pose,
drivers started the horses ahead and stopped that if they ever was anything like putty it's been
under some trees about fifty feet away from the wiped out long afore this. .Most likely, though,
door of the shanty hotel. The horseman wh_o had the showman is a putty e;ood actor. He's sar.been riding behind the wae;ons as they approached tinlv got a mighty pleasin' voice on him, an' I
the minine; camp stood beside his horse after dis- reckon he could talk the legs off an iron pot if be
mounting, and he seemed to be disinterested in undertook to do it."
what the showman was sayine; or anythine: else,
Similar remarks were made, and the bartender
as far as it went. It was not until the two drivers did business meanwhile. Jol! Penny was a bit
came back tliat he tied his horse to a post, fol- uneasy, hdwever. Even though he had seemed willfowine: the example of the showmap, and then ac- ing to wait until after the meal. was over befor~
companied them inside. Penny and his wife saw receiving his pay, he had suspicions that it might
to it that the cook hustled a little, and it was be a- case of "hanging up."
not long before a pretty good dinner was in readiOthers came into the bar-room, hoping for
•
ness for the show people. •
chance to see the "actors," as they called the .
the
at
places
their
When they had all tak"c!n
But one o'clock came, and they were forced to go
table he walked in and, pausine: before the boss t!> their work without having the opportunity.
·
of the show, nodded politely and said:
There were only three men in the · bar-rooni be"There isn't anythinp: you might have forgot, side the proprietor and his bartender when Hiram
ls there, Mr." Bent?"
. ~- Bent strolled in, stroking his stomach in a
. "Me forget anything? Why, no," came the re- satisfied way.
ply. "What do you mean, Mr. Penny?"
"Now then, Mr. Penny," he said, smilingly, "I
. "Well," came the reply,• with a shrup: of tlie think we had better make arrangements so we
· shoulders, "I always does . business on a strictly can be accommodated at your hotel while we stay
cash basis. There's eight of yer here to eat, an' in Grub Stake. The fact is that- just now the
that means sixteen dollars. We have to charge treasury is about empty. What I told you at the
two dollars a head in this here hotel, 'cause table was n1>t altogether true. But I thought mayeverything is so dear that it couldn't be done for . be you, mill'ht be so impulsive as to refuse to let
less than that."
us eat if I admitted that I dian't have sufficient
"Oh! Is that all you want? Why, I had an idea money to pay the bill. I want to make it plain
it would be much more than that. Don't .be at to you, sir, that I am strictly honest, and that
al! alarmed, Mr. Penny.. You will receive your you will receive your money just as soon as I c~
money as soon as we· have finished eating. What give a 'performance. No doubt---" •
did you do witb the key · to the money box,
"Hold on," Penny spoke up, half sternly.
Mari~?"
"That's j~st about what I s'posed was goin' to
The last was addressed to his wife, who was happen. I've been around the w~rld putty well,
•
•
sitting at his side.
an' I never yet seen a travelin' showman that was
•
"I left it in the w~on," was the reply.
strictly honest. I didn't take no stock in the swee~
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way you talked when I first seen yer, an' I don't
take any in you now. You have had your dinners, but blamed if "¥ou'll git any suppers until
you pay what -you owe an' come down in advance
for what's wanted after that. As for lettin' you
.s leet, in my house; I wouldn't think of it, unless
I got the money beforehand."
"You're pretty hard on me, 'Mr. ·P enny. But being a man of the world, no doubt •you are partly
tight in what · you say. I owe you sixteen dollars.
Well and good, sir. I will see to it that YQU get
it before I ask you to furnish us with another
meal. Now, then, I suppose I may treat the
gentlemen . standing here, if I like."
"Sartin yoµ kin if you have got the money to
pay for it."
"Oh, I am riot entirely broke. I have a few doll~rs left. But not quite enough to make up the
sixteen. Let us have a drink, Mr. Penny, and
take one yourself."
The showman then produced a handful of silver,
and seeing that there was more than enough to
pay for hthe di inks, Penny nodded to the bartender
to 1-ro a ead and serve them. It happened that
the three men who had rew.ained in the bar-room
were of the type that are called "bad men." They
never did any work to speak of, yet they occasionally were well supp)ied with money, and then
Jr.ey usually filled themselves with liquor and
'Wiade things unpleasant for those who clid not
like that sort of thing. They were glad enough
to accept the showman's invitation to drink, however, and they hurried to the bar and began bestowing friendly glances upon him, at the same
time declaring how anxious they were for the •
show to ooen. Hiram G. B¥t was doing his best
to get on more friendly terms with the hotelkeeper, but he could not gain an inch, and after
paying for the round of drinks, he filled his pipe
with some tobacco, and after lighting it strolled
outside.
•,,:•u see you later, Mr. Penny," he called out.
"I'm sure you and I are going to be the best of
friends before the show leaves Grub Stake. This
~oks like a money-making town to me, and I am
nin1-r to work it for all it is worth. You can be
e that every one who pa,ys out a dollar to witness the. performance will receive double his
money's worth."
The man who had ridden up with him. was
standing near- his horse, looking intently down the
trail when the showman came out.
"What are you looking at, · Walters?" Bent
asked, and then he turned his gaze in the direction the wagons had come from a short time be·
fore.
"I think I see some, people coming whom I have
met before," was the reply. "By jingo! I am
sure of it! Hiram, Young Wild West and his
.
friends are corning."
· •what?" cried the showman in surprise. "The
l)('Ople you met the time you was stranded?"
"Yes, that's just who they are, and there's the
~inaman with the trick mule I sold rum too.
My! '1¥it I wish I had that mule back again. 'Then
we could do some business."
"You wiH get the mule back, Walters, no fear
af that,'' Be:\}t retorted, with a confidence that told
Jllainly that he surely thought such a thing could
•
happen.

•

"The only way I can get Jennie back ag~in is
to pay the Chinaman what he asks for her," was
the reply. "You know very well that I couldn't
buy the mule if he would sell her for less than
he paid for it."
"Leave it to me, Walters. ,If that trick mule
is needed to aid us in the show business we are
going to have her. Now, say no more about it."

CHAPTER IL-Young- Wild lfest Appears on the
Scene.
The party of riders that was approaching the
shanty hotel numbered eight, and so much has
been written of them that it is not necessary to
state anythi.rl.,. further than that they were Young
Wild West, the Champion Deadshot and wellknown Boy Hero of the West, and· the friends
who traveled with him throughout the wildest
parts of the West in search . of excitement and
adventure. Of course, their names must be .given,
so we will simply state thaj; the dashing young
deadshot was accompanied oy his golden-haired
sweetheart, Arietta Murdock; Cheyenne Chlrlie,
the scout, and his wife, Anna; Jim• Dart, a Wyoming boy, and his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner;
and the two Chinamen, who were hired by them
in the capacity •of handy man and cook, Hop Wah
and Wing Wah. The mule eferred to by Walters,
the man who became so excited when he saw it,
was being led by Hop Wah, who was .generally
known as Young Wild West's Clever Chinee.
The hero rode his sorrel stallion Spitfire, while
Arietta was mounted upon a cream-white broncho.
As they were in no h.urry at all the young deadshot and his friends rode alon11: lE'!isurely, and by
the time they were within a few yards of the
hotel they were being- gazed upon by fully onequarter of the pooulation, for even the miners
who had 11:one to -their work and were still near
enough to see them had stopped to take notice.
As he usually did, Young Wild West rode ri11:ht
up to the hotel before coming- to a halt.* Hiram
G. Bent and Wlrlters were still there · ..... ~',~,, 1,ad
been joined by the other two men' belonging to
the show company, as well as the proprietor, and
the three who had been han11:ing about the bar,
room.
"Hello, strangers!" Penny callecl out: cheerily.
"I reckon you ain't too late to git somethin' good
to eat. I've got lots of guests today, an' my -wife
l:;as seen to it that a 11:ood supply of irub has been
cooked. I'm ready to serve yer right now."
"Good!" Young Wild West answered, smilinlly,
as he looked at the sign across the front of the
bu_ilding- which had attracted his attention. "So
this is the Royal Arms, eh?" .
"Yes, that's the name I give my 'place when
I started it here. Quite high-soundin' ain't it?"
"Rather. It reminds me of some of 1)ie English
inns I have read about."
"That'Si it exactly, "'oung- feller. You see I'm
an Eng!jshman. I spent a lot of time in Australia an' this country, though. I named this place
for an inn my 11:randfather kept in London a good
many ,Years ago. Ile ha? u his guests many belongm to the royal family, on' he was known far
all England.
an' near as one of the !..rt eqqJ<a
u · eo is my wife."
I'm somewhat like him. •

in

•

j
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somewhat

The boy was
amused, and he turne tl something to eat, I suppose we may as well ac
and smiled at his companions, who had bro~ght cept it."
·
their horses to a halt. Suddenly the go_lden-~a1red
"You kin put your horses under the shed at th
girl at his side re{lched out and catching him by back. I'll call my hostler," spoke up the hotel
keeper.
.
the aim, said:
.
"You know that- roan, I'm sure, 1"ld , ,, .an d s'h e
"Never mind, boss," our hero r ~torted. "We'll
.pointed to the fellow called Walters.
leave them standing right here. I am sure they
.
"Know him!" cried the young deadshot, his eye!l . .will not 1·un away. But," he added, a s he turned
-pening
wide.
"Why,
he's the clown who wa:i and looked at 'the pack-horses, "I think it really
0
stranded when we met him a couple of month3 would be advisable to select a site to camp upo
ago. Hop bought Jennie from him, you know."
first. Then the pack-horses can be relieved of their
loads.h
"That's just wh he is, Wild."
"Hello Young Wild West!" Walters said, smil"Better stop right here at ·my hotel. It ain't
ingly, a; he stepped up and held out his. hanil. goin' to cost you a fortune, you know. My rates
"I didn't know whether you would recognize me i., only eight dollars a day."
Wild glanced about the mining- camp, and when
or not."
•.
"Recognize vou-! Why, certainl y. What ar e "n · he saw there was really no good spot to 1>itch the
doing here, Walters'? I believe you t old us that cr mp unless t hey moved quite a dista nce to the
you were g-0in11; to get back East a soon a s you rig ht, where there was a small creek, he decided
cou.1il after you sold out what you had.''
that it would be a good idea to stop there.
·
"That wa s my intention. But I happened to
"All right, boss"
said, nodding to the man.
meet, l\1r. Bent;'' and he 1:o_dde~ to the showman, "I hardly think we'llhe
here any longer than
"and he induced me to Jorn his company. You tClmorrow morning, remain
I reckon if you can find
see," he went on, "he runs a _traveling show, ~d f!'o od accommodati onssofor
we'll stop with you.
I am helping him out. I WJSh I owned Jennie Eight dollars a day w~•t us
break us, I'm sure. V{e
now- though.''
generally have enough money with u s •to pay our
"Too bad th~t you don't. But I hardly t hink expenses.''
_
you could buy the mule of Hop now. He has be"I'm countin' the two heathens in, too, you
come so attached to her that it is doubtful if you
know," Penny exclaimed, as if he thought it might
could raise enough mpney.'' . .
.
"Hello Misler Clown!" a p1pmg voice called be supu0sed that they were to be entertained
out, and 'ihen Hop ~mt; riding up, the l ittle m ule lc,wer rates.
following him as if it had been a dog. ~e · ''.,All right. •we expect them to get as good grub
l)romptly dismounted and Walters put out his a s ;-ou give us. Want your money in advance, I
hand and gave the Chinaman a hearty shake. suppose."
"That's my style of <loin' business."
'!'hen the rest dismounted and all hands came for"I'll pay you righ~ now for our dhuter,. then.
ward and . shook ha~ds with . hi~, while Bent
looked on without sayu~g a word: Fmally W_alten It m;l!'ht be that we will change our minds after·
seemed to think it advisable to mtroduce him, so ward."
"That will suit me. But I hope you don't change
he promptly did so.
· "So you are a showman, are you, Mr. Bent?" your minds."
Whatevel' the young deadshot sai<l was alway's
Young Wild West said, when he had -shaken hands
ith him and looked him over from head to foo~. s~tisfactorv •to his two partners and the girls, so
''. Yes,•Young Wild We.s t, that has been ~Y busi- the latter quickly went into the house, while the
ness ever since I was old enough .to realize what male members of the party took the horses
the show busine$S meant. I am doing nicely, too, tiround to the shed that had· been referred to ther11. .
by the proprietor.
•
·
e,..
I thank you."
•
''Not ·so vety nice, either," the proprietor of
A place was found where th~ supplies might
the hotel spoke up, as he looked at the showman, be put under lock and key, and then they resneeringly. "Couldn't raise enough money to pay turned to the hotel to wash themselves and get
for the grub you had jest now. Got fo wait till ready for dinner.
you give a show afore you kin settle up. I don't
"What do you think of that showman, Wild?"
call that doin' very nice, blamed if I do.''
Arietta asked, a-s the boy came into the diningThis caused Young· Wild West and his friends room a little later.
to <laugh, }>ut the showman did not appear to mind
"Not a g-reat de:>1. Et," was the repfy.
it in the least, for he joined in.
"I_ don't either. He has a tricky look which I
"We all have our ups and downs," he said, don't like. He was eyein_g us terribly while you
speaking to no one in particular, but every one were talking- to him.''
in general. "One thing about me I have always
"Oh, there's nothini;r strange about that. You
had the name of being honest, and I have never girls are so pretty
that a man is bound to look
yet left a/lace without settling a bill, even if I
you sharply."
was force to sell something I didn't feel like at "Nonsense,
Wild. I didn't mean in that way.
parting with."
He acted very much as if he wanted to form Ollf
- "Well, Et," the young deadshot remarked after acquaintance .''
.
a pause, as he nodded to. his sweetheart, "what
"Of -course, .that's w.hat I mean."
- • .
. do you sav if we have dinner at the hotel? It will
"No, you don't," and the girl lightly slapped
be a little change for us, and after. that we can him, at the- same time , laughing. "I actually
find some place and pitch our two tents."
thought that he had ' an -idea , w.e •ro~ht
.
. "Just as you say, Wild," the •.girl retorteJ;• members of his company, ot sometliing ·becom11
of the·
the ·irentleman says we can be served with kind."
w
'

,amce

•

.
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"I reck'o n )"ou won't join the sbow crowd, wife and flipping the coin in his hand. "Kee1> the
though, will you, Et?"
change, eh? Well, I reckon I will. _Y ou kin bet
"Hardly," and the girl ai;('ain ·laughed.
Young Wild West an' his- friends is goin' to be
Charlie and Jim came in just then, so they all used right' while. they stop at the Royal Arms."
.sat down at the long table in the. dining-room.
Leaving the table, they all turned to go into
There was no one ther e · at the time but the pro- what w~s called the parlor of the hoffll.
prietor's wife and -the servant, the female mem"Thi$ way, Young Wild West,"-Bent called out,
bers of the show company being "in another part thrusting his head. through a window. "Come out
of t he house.
here and let me introduc~ you to the show com"I am Mrs. Penny," the boss' wife said, a s she pany, of. which 1 am the sole owner."
nO(lded to Wild and his partners. "l was jnst
"Sole owner of his wife," said Cheyenne Chart elling the ladies that we try to keep a very ile, with a chuckle. "That feller is all right, ain't
respectable place, and that I'm sure you will all he, Wild?"
.
be satisfied •with the meals you will get here." •
_ Just then Arietta caught sight of the young
"I hope so," the young deadshot retorted, bow- girl belonging to the show company, and as she
ing politely.
saw a pleading look on her pretty face, she deIt wa s not long before a .servant came, in with cided . right away that she ;must lose no time in
a big plat ter and then our fri1md s started in, for getting acquainted with her.
they were indeed hungry, as they usually were
"Come on out, Wild;" she suggested.
whenever they sat down to eat. It really was
"All right," . was the reply, so they all went
quite a substantial meal that was put liefore out and were soon introduced to the members of
•them, and it is safe to say that they madf'l the the ·show company.
best of it.
, It was just at that moment when two men step"Mrs. Penny," Wild said, as he was about to ped upon the porch and came swaggering toward
i-ise from t he table, after finishing his djnne r, ."I the party.
.
•
suppo_se the two Chinamen have been taken care
"Say," said one of them, who was a big, lumof."
·
bering fellow with an evil look in his eyes,
"Oh, yes. They are eating now in the kitchen. "wJiere is the boss of this here travelin' show?"
ne of. t hem told me it was the rule that they
"Here I am, sir," and Bent quickly :rose to
hould eat there• and not come to the table with his feet and bowed to the man . .
you."
•
.
"All right, then. I'm the
of the town.
"Well, I suppose· tlle.t is a sort of rule, though You have got to pay me aforemayor
you git permission
we never made it ourselves. It just happened that to put sp your tent. Now, then,
the first thing
way the first two or three times we ate at a hotel. to do is for you to plunk down twenty
dollars.
You· are sure they are getting fed well?"
· That's the license."
· '
." Just the same as you have been fed."
"I'll pay the fe09 all right, Mr. • Mayor," the
"All 'right, then."
showman answered, smiling affably. "But you see,
Though the young deadshot had offered to pay I am never in the habit
the landlord in advance, he had not done so, for have given a performanceofindoing it uhtil after I
a town. It wouldn't·
Penny had really not given him the opportunity. be fair to
But he now came in and stood before them something make me Jjay in advance, for suppose
should occur to break up the show?"
striilingly.
,
"Pay me the twenty dollars!" exclaimed the
"I know what you want, Mr. Penny," the young man, angrily,
and then . he pulled a wicked gun
deadshot remarked, smilingly.
and deliberately fired a shot over the showman's
"See here, Young Wild West, I've1 been sizin' · head.
·
u folks up, an' don't you think that I'm afraid
The bullet lodged in the side of the building
you won't pay me. I'd jest as lief wait until you
a short distance away, and the fellow with him
srit ready to go -away."
ga..ve vent to-a loud laugh. Young Wild West,
Then he lowered his voice and added:
ever
to take the part of any one who was
"You folks ain't nothin' like them show people. beingready
treated unjustly, coolly stepped over to the
Hiram G. Bent would beat me out of the man with the revolver and said:
money if he got the chance. That's the way with
"Say, stranger, no ·doubt you have the right to
all show people, as I've found out."
collect a license fee from this man, but please
"I don't know a great deal about show J.>eople, put that gun away. You are really too reckless
though I have met quite a few of them, Mr. with it, and you Cfln't tell but you might hurt
P enny. But .I think it advisable to pay you for somebody."
your dinner. jLere you are. There al'e eight of
"What's that, kid? -You tellin' m-e to put my
us. What is tft charge for feeding the horses?" gun away?" and the man snorted
after the fash"We 'never make no charge for what the ion of a wild bull.
horses of our g uest s eats ·here. If any one feels
"I am simply
you to do it, ' that's all.
hke givin' the hostler a dol1ar it's all right. That Of, course,jf yourequesti:ui
dQil't want to put it away keep
helps along in his wages, 'cause I don't pay him it in , our hand.
I tell you plainly that if you
r y mucl!. He has t o pick up the biggest part fire another shot But
you will get something you are
o what he gits."
not looking for."
''All right. Then I owe you sixteen dollars.
"Sonny," and the fellow reached out and made
Here's your money. Keep the change."
a grab at the boy's shoulder, "I--"
The boy handed the proprietor a twenty-dollar
He made a miss of it, and the next thing he
told-piece, and it causeid him to open wide his knew the revolver
was knocked from his grasp
eyes.
and Young
West was standing before him
"That's talkin' !" he exclaimed, turning to his as coolly as Wild
if it was all a joker
•
,
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swi:ng threw him upward and over his shoulder.
Then he sent him flying over the porch, where he
fonded upon all fours, rolling over and then ly-'
When the man fired the shot over the show- ing quite still.
. man's hei61 everybody . on the porch but the
"There you are, Mr. Bent," he said, turning
friends oT Young Wild West • were _g~eatly cc,olly to the showman. "I reckon that fellow
alarmed. But when the boy stepped up ana. mter- wcn't ,b other you very- soon again, _not if I'm
fered a sudden silence came o~er th-em. A bro~d around, anyhow."
grin showed up the ftce of Cheyenne Charlie,
"Wonderful, wonderful!" exclaimed Bent. "I've
and noticing this some of the show people won- seen a great many things happen in my travels _
<lered what was going to happen: next. They soon • l.>ut that's the first time I ever saw anything li:&1
• f~und out and when the young deadshot knocked that. Why, you're as strong as a lion and as 11,uick
the revol;er from the blustering fellow's hand as as..the crack of a gun,. Young Wild West."
·
qcick as a flash a cry oi :r:ningled surprise and ad- , • I don't know about that. But I have had
miration went up. Knowmg that Wild was mo~e Quite ~ little experience in that particular kind
tha;g, able to take care of the man he turned his o~ busme~s, ;Md I generally keep myself in condiattention to, Cheyenne Charlie stepped over so he tion. I didn t want to interfere at all but I saw
might watch the movements of the other. The that the man was_ going too far: H~ has been
shot and the loud words that followed brought the drinking a littl~ too· rauch, and lie might have
other inmates of the hotel to the scene, as well lii hu~ so~e one if he had gone on shooting-."
some who happened to be at the store across- the
. C~rtamly he ~ould have hurt some one. I was
thinkm£ of -pulling a revolver and shooting: hi.DJ
street."
.
"Ike " the other :fellow spoke up, as he shot an de~d, but, I knew I wo.uld get n~ chance if I did."
There s . no necessity of domg a thing like
ur..easi glance at the scout, who was watching him.
sharply, "I reckon maybe you went a little too far that, espec~ally w_hen a fellow like Ike comes
There ain't no use in makin' trouble ere. Most ~long. He 1s nothin~ but a big bluffer, and when
likely the show feller will come down with the it comes to a showdown he is just as harmless as
a dea!-1 ra~tlesnake. His :pard had sense enough -to
license monen later on."
Ike, as he was called, was almost bursting with pull m his horns, and I give him credit for it
ttough I suppose he will feel sore against,
rage and .surprise.
now
.
"What are you tryin' to do, kid?" he shouted, for what I did to Ike. I'll just sP'!ak to him aliout
1t and see how he feels.', .
· ~
and then he made a leap for th~boy.
But the young deadshot was watching l.jm, and
This was said in a voice "that wa loud enough
he nim~ly leaped aside, avoidiilJ!: t!ie rlTsh 8:nd for every one abou~ to hear. Slim, as 1ie ·had .been
permittm_g- Ike to run headlong agamst the S1de called, ce~inly heard it, .and when the boy turned
toward him he nodded his head and said·
of the building.
'
•
"I ain't got nothin' ag'in you, young feller. It
''T;yin_g- to butt out your brains?" _he called
.
out laughingly. "I xeckon you need a little tam- was all Bad Ike's fault.''
ing'. You are altogether too wild."
."I'm glad to hear t!tat. I th.ought perhaps you
"Come on, Ike," the Qther man said, as he IDight want to make 1t up for your friend.''
grasped the bellowing fellow by the arm. "Come
"Not much I don't, not aiter seein' what you
away from here. There's too many around. Let's
done to him. Ike kin lick me, an' you kin lick Ike.
go and have a drink."
so what chance would I stand if you started for
. •
"I won't!" shouted Ike. "I'm gain' to wipe up· me?"
the ground with the kid, 'cause he knocked my
The three idlers who had been ha.nging abouJ.
gun from my hand."
.
were the only ones who did n"!t seem to be dq('
"You couldn't do anything like that if you were lighted over what had occurred. One of them asto try for seven years without stopping," Wild sisted Ike to get upon his feet, and led him to a
answered, in his cool and easy way. "Now, you chair at the further end of the porch. Then the
take the advice of your friend and get away other two went over and talked in . low tones,
from here. If you don't I'll throw you off the sh?wing that they were sympathizing with him.
Shm, however, kept at a respectable distance.
porch"
"Y~u hear that!" Ike roared, excitedly. "He's
Presently Bad Ike arose to his feet. He seemed
goin' to chuck me off the porch. A kid like him to be in -pretty good condition again, and beckis goin' to chuc Ike, the bad man, off the porch. oning to his pard he shouted:
Well, y~u don't s'pose I'm goin' to stand that, do
'Come on, Slim. Don't be a feol. We're goin'
yer, Slim?" ·
inside an' have a drink. I'm goin' to collect that
Slim looked around in a helples& sort of way, twenty dollars from the show ftlter, too.''
and whe'n he saw the bad man make another leap
''.Excuse me, ladies and gentlemen," our hero
toward the boy he stepped back out of the way, said, as he nodded to the show people. "I reckon
evidently resigned to the iJJ&vitable. He quickly I'll go in the bar-room and find out what's going
found out what the inevitable was, too, for real- on. I doubt if that man has the right to collect a
izing that he must thrash the man in order to sub- license fee of you. I'll let you know later on."
due him. Young Wild West shot out his right fist,
Charlie and Jim followed the boy, and into th
and catching Ike squarely upon the chin, sent him bar-room they went. The five villains, for such
staggering. He followed this up by leaping for- they could surely be called, were at the bar, and.
ward and landing a straight left, in the pit of his it being a small bar, there was scarcely room
stomach. Then down went the man in a confused enough for any one else. to get to it. Penny was
heap. True to his words, the young deadshot attending to business hiini.elf, since his man wu
caught hold of the prostrate man, and by a quick at dinner. It was but natural that all should tuna
CHAPTER III.-The ·Bad Man Makes a Mistake.
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and look at the three as they entered, and when twenty dollars, then, or I won't pay you. Now,
Ike recognized the boy who had handled him so then, I don't care if I git shot dead in my tracks.
easily he scowled and then muttered something to I'm Bad Ike, an' I never was knowed to take
·
his companions. Paying no attention to this, \)' ild water."
Some one must have handed him a revolver,
nodded to the proprietor and said:
for he jerked , t suddenly and began waving it
"Mr. Penny, I'd like to ask you a question."
·
"What is jt, Young Wild West?" came the over his head.
"Put that gun away!"
·
quick reply.
It was Young Wild We'st who uttered the com"Has tliat fellow over there the right to colmand, and he stepped directly toward the bad
et a license fee of the showman?"
. "I don't know as there's ever been any law man.
"I'll put you away, YO'!--"
made to that effect, but you see Ike sorter runs
That was as far as he got, for with wonderful
things here at times. He's s'posed to be a real
bad man, an' when he gits on his tantrums he quickness the young deadshot drew a revolver
:runs things about his own way. Most every one and covered him.
"What were you going to say, Ike?" the boy
is satisfied to let him do it, so long as he don't
a&ked, in his cool and easy way. "You.coul<Al't
J?:O to~ far."
"Then he had no right to collect twenty dollars put any one away, so drop that gun. If I find
of the man "{ho is going to give the show here?" out who gave,. it to you I'll be apt to drop him,
"Well, I s'pose he didn't have no right to ask too. When I came in your gun was lying out on
for it, unless he felt that he did, an' most likely the porch. No one seemed to want to touch it,
.
he felt that way or he wouldn't have done it. But . and probably it is there yet." ·
The cool and easy way had the desired effect.
the easiest way is always the best," he went on.
"Most anybody would have been willin' to pay the Ike let the revolver drop to the floor. Jim stepped over and picked ,it up.
twenty dollars rather than to git into trouble."
"Who does this belong to?" he asked, looking
"Oh, I see. Then there's not much in the way of
at the four men at the bar.
law and order here in Grub Stake."
...
Jher.e ~as no _reply. .
- "The blamed camp sorter :heeds reformin', _I
Come, he said, coaxmgly, 1t belongs to one
eckon" Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, ''an' if this
~
re s~eakin'- coyote is bossin' things here it's of ,,Yo,u fe!Jors." ,,
Its. Shm s gun, th~ propne~r, spoke up. "I
about time some one put a rope around his neck
an' yanked him up to the limb of a tree. I'll fur- s£:en him let Ike take it from him. ~
"Oh, all right, then. Here you are, Mr. Slim.
:i;iish the rope any time you git ready to do it."
"Stranger," spoke up one of the three who had Now j'!-st put that piece of hardware away and
been lounging about the bar-room, "I don't know · see to 1t that no one takes it from you again."
Slim was very much · surprised, for evidently
jest who you are, but I heard some one say a little
while ago that your name was Cheyenne Charlie, he had not expected to get oossession of the
an' that you was one of Youne: Wild West's pards. weapon again. But he took it just the same and
But I reckon you're makin' a mighty big mistake droped it into the holster. Meanwhile Ike was
when you come here to a place you have ·never ' sliding toward the bar He was an abject coward,
been to afore an' talk that way. Ike has got a and there was no mistakinll:' it. But his compangood reputation here, an' it ain't for a stranger ions were o; the same stripe, and YounJ?: Wild
West _and his partners had great contempt for
to say anything ag'.jn him."
"It ain't, eh? Well, I reckon I'll say jest what ~hem. Even the i:>roprietor must have felt that
want to, an' you nor Ike nor the whole bunclr way, too, for there was a smile on his face as he
yer ain't goin' to stop me. If you feel like watched what was going on. The showman and
·n• a row goin' jump riJ?:ht in. If I can't lick Walters, the clown, now ventured in, both of them
.
two or three of you myself I'll never take another appearing r'ather timid.
"Young Wild West," the former s aid, "rather
chaw of tobacker."
"Easy, Charlie:" cautioned the young deadshot. th~n have any trouble here I will promise to- pay
"There's no need of having any further trouble.. this man twenty dollars for the license just as
Let , those fellows alone. As long as they don't soon as I have taken enough in to settle the
••
he-tel bill."
behave themselves that's another thing."
"I reckon you won't have to make any such
What Wild had done to Ike was sufficient to
make the rest feel shy of hj,m. 'Ike kept on mut- , promise. This fellow has no right to co.llect- a
tering, and presently he called for another dripk. lic':-Ilse fee of you. There are no rules or regUWhen he had swallowed it he looked insultingly lations he_re at all, and every one makes ms owu
· laws," was the reply.
at the proprietor and said:
"Gentlemen," spoke up Ike·, . making ~ut that
"Well, I don't know how you are goin' to gityour money for this unless I kin collect that he was a very much injured man, "I'll leave it
twenty dollars from the showman: I'm jest a):>out to any one as belongs here in Grub Stake if I
ain't ibt the right to collect twenty dollars from
dead broke."
"You have got money in your pocket, Ike," a feller what wants to give a show here."
"You sartinly have," came the reply from one
nny answered, quickly. "I seen you have it
when you paid for the other round. Now you jest of t~e r~scals.
"All right. That's all I want to know. Now,
be a man .an' pay what you owe. You ain't goin'
to git no twenty from the showman, not until then, we'll have another drink."
1'You pay me for the last round you had, Ike,
after he's took in some money, that's sartin. He
an' be quick about it," from Penny. •
owes me for dinner for the whole party."
"Oh, I'll pay you if you're goin' to git
"Well, somebody else will have to pay the
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about it. I don't know as I've ever cheated you
out of anythinl!: yet."
Then the bad man produced the money and paid
the bill. showing that he had quite a large sum
still in his possession.
"That looks A little better," the J>roprietor declared, as he beaame mollified. "N'ow, then, you
fellers has got the privilege of goin' right ahead
·an' spendin' as much money as you like."·
'I know we have, but I reckon we won't spend
no more money here," spoke up Slim. "We'll go
over to the Dutchman's an' help him along a
·
little."
Wild and his partners could not help laughing
when the four men slowly turned to the door and
left the place. They watched them and saw them
cro~ th19 dusty iitreet and then go down the
other side a short distance to a saloon. Our
friends then went out upon the porch again, followed by the showman and Walter/. There was
much talk over what had happened, but the
young deadshot and his partners and the girls
took 1t in such an easy way that the show people
·
were more than astQ11ished.
"Mr. Bent," our hero said, when there came a
lull in the conversation, "if I were you I would
see about J1:etting ready to hold your show. I
reckon the proprietor of the hotel can give you
alt the information you wa?}i, You say you- have
got a tent."
"Yes, we have. got a tent with us, and it will
_ hold a hundred people if they all stand up. Our
show lasts just an hour, and we run it over three
or four times in a nil!'ht, charging an admission
of a dollar a head. I'll l!:0 and see about it right
now."
CHAPTER IV.~The Showman Gets Acquainted
With Hop.
Hop Wah' had \)een listening outside the barroom ·to about all that was said. He chose to remain outside until there was Ito one there but
the proprietor. When he came in he appeare.:i
through a window at the end of the building, and
somewhat angered by the sudden entrance, Penny,
who was about to sit dowri ,to take it easy, called
·
uut:
"What are you tryin' to do, heathen?"
"Lat allee light," was the bland retort. "Me
velly smartee Chinee. Me wantee lillee dlop of
-i_,_
tanglefoot."
"Well, :\IOU kin have all you want, but I'd rather
have you come in through a door the next time."
wAlle light. Maybe me comee in thlough um
door and go outtee thlough the window."
"Oh, sometimes there's them as has to go out
at a window miJ1:hty suaden like, too. If you had
been in here a little while ago you would have
seen a few here what's in the habit of makin'
• ·
strangers do that little trick."
"Ley no makee .Young Wild West do lat lillee
tlick, Mjsler· Landlord."
"Oh, no, I reckon not. That boy is a stunner, .
an' his pards is jest about the same as he is.
Them three would mighty soon make a different
place of Grub Stake, an' I feel sartin of it. But
they've got to look out no.,, 'cause Ike, the bad
man, has l!:Ot a few friends here, an' when he git.s

'em together he'll be willin' to fight like the mischief."
'.'He no fightee velly muchee. Me see evelythini. Me watchee allee samee velly muchee
.
sharpee."
"You seen everything that happened, eh?"
"Yes," and Hop put a silver dollar on the bar.
He got what he wanted, and received his change
and then he began tellinJ? the proprietdr a long
story a,!>out his uncle in China, and various othe"
things that never had 'happened or never could
happen. It was while this was going on that the
showma1: came in to try and make arrangements
for P'!lttmJ? up the tent. Bent looked somewhat
surprised -when h_e saw the clever Chinee standing a~ the bar at his ease. But he recognized him
;right away as the one owning the trick iDUle.
. "Mr. Pe1!;1Y,': he said, putting on his most winnmg way, actmg upon the advice of Young Wild
W~st_I have come to you to get some information.
Will 1t be all right for me to pick up my tent so
the ~how can beJ?in promptly at seven o'clock tru3
evenmg?"
"It will be all right as far as I'm concerned,"
·
was the rather curt repty.
"Yes, but will there be any danger of interference?"
"Well, you miJ?ht be interfered with if you happen to put the tent upon the property of some
one as would raise objec*ions. But say, since your
Qwe me sixteen dollars an' there ain't no other
chance of me J?ittin' it, I'll let you put your
blamed old tent riJ?ht alongside my hotel. The
property runnin' alon.l? for about two hundred
feet to the bend is mine, an' there ain't no one
as kin drive you off of that, not lawfully, any•
how, unless I tell 'em to."
"Thank you. That is all I want to know. I assure you that you will be well paid in addition to
what is comin11: to you before I leave the town.''
"You likee havee lillee dlink of tanglefoot ?"
Hop spoke up, innocently, as he saw the man
turn as .if to go out.
"I don't mind if I do," and Bent turned and
smiled agreeably, for he really wanted to ge
into conversation with the heathen.
Hop treated him, and then slipped something in
his coat pocket unobserved by either his'victim or
the proprietor. The baTtender came in about this
time, so he took his place behind the bar, while
Penny came out and took a chair near a table.
"I'll return the compliments a little later on.
Here," and the showman Quickly drew a card from
his pocket and scribbled on it, "I am J?Oing to
g~ve you a pass to the 'lihow for the first performance, which comm1mces promptly at' seven o'clock
.
this evening," he added.
"Lat velly nicee. Me be lere. Me allee samee
velly smartee Chinee. Me makee plently of magic
tlicks."
· "You have J?Ot a fine little trick mule, I understand.''
~
"Jennie velly nicee mule."
"You bought her of Walters, a short time ago.•_..
"Lat light."
"Maybe you would like to sell her back to him.•
"Me no sellee Jennie," declared Hop, stoutly.
"How would you like to travel with me and help
along with the show ? "
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"Me velly smartee Chinee," Hop answered, as
if he was reluctant to admit it.
"Well, you hit it just right, 11nyhow.''
"No, lis allee samee. bad money.''
"Seems to me that it ain't the same roll you
took from his pocket."
.. "Um velly samee."
•
"We11, I don't know what to make JJf it, then.''
"Me no knowee whattee makee of it.''
Meanwhile Bent went outside -and calling the
clown and the two men who were known as Jake
and Pete, he led the way to the spot where he
could'. put up the show tent, according to what the
proprietor of the hotel told him.
"Walters," he said, turning to the clown and
shaking his head solemnly, "you told me a whole
lot about that clever Chinee of Young Wild
West's, and I am now satisfied that-he is all you
sai<l he was. He just made a monkey of me a
little while ago. Just think of. it, he took a -roll
that counted out a clean hundred from my pocket,
and then when he produced it again it was nothing more than counterfeit money.''
"Nothing strange about that," Walters anJen."
swered, with a. laugh. "He's one of the smartest
· Hop then reached over and putting his hand magicians I ever saw. He was having a little
quickly in the man's coat pocket drew forth a fun with you, eh?"
roll of bills. Hol> laid the money on the table
"I think so. But just wait. I'll get square with
and coolly counted it. There was just one hun- him before we leave Grub Stake."
dred dollars therQ"Let's get at work," suggested one of the other
men. "The quicker 'fe get the tent up the more
"You no havee lat money?" he asked.
"I--er-let me see.
believe I did have a hun- of an advertisen1ent 1t will be. But_do you knC1W
dred dollars in my pocket. .But I had fo:rcotten one thing, Hiram?"
· "What is that?" the showman asked, turning to
it. Give it to me, my heathen . friend.''
But Hop had already thrust. the roll in his him ·. rather sharply.
"Yolfre going to have trouble with the girl.
pocket. However, he quickly drew what appeared
to b~ the same one from under -his coat and tossed She's about\made up her mind to quit us;''
"She has, eh? Well, just let her try anything
it to the _bewildered but delighted. showman. How
ft came there Bent had no idea, but he was not like that. I want he.r to understand that if she
goes back on us now she'll get a lot the worst
the man to refuse it.
"Surprising, surprising," he declared, -and t~n of it. We sureJt, can't .afford to let her quit, for
turnini to the 'J)?oprieto.r he suddenly became very she is the money getter for the show. Such
dancing no one ever saw., not even in the best
.wr.
traveling show on earth. I'll have to talk to her
"See hei-e," he added, "I owe you sixteen dot- before supper. n always does her good whenever
lars. I'll pay you at once:'
. I do."
,
Then he opened the roll and saw nothing but
"Before supper, eh?" ·ind the man who was
atage money. Penny, whose hopes had been away called Pete shrugged his shoulders. "It don't look
llJ), dropped back in his chair.
to me as if we'fe going to have any supper. The
"Counterfeit," he declared. "I know a showman hotel-keeper certainly won't give us any until
wouldn't have no hundred dollars. But it sartinly he has been paid for what we had for dinner.
did look like the real stuff a minute ago when the .I'v~ g'ot a few dollars of my own, and 1 suppose
Clhinee was colmtin' it."
if I got real hungry I'll buy something to eat
If Bent had heen surprised when the Chinaman myself!'
.
took the roll of bills from his pocket he certainly
"I've got enough to last me a couple of days,
was astounded now when he,found it was nothing too," the one named Jake spoke up.
more than counterfeit money. His eyes dilated
"I've saved up fifty dollars, but. my4fixperience
t,o their widest, and then almost closed again, ' teaches me to hold on to it as long as I oan,"
and with a gasp and a shake of the head he the clown admitted.
·
turned and walked toward the door as if he felt • "You have all got more money than I have,
Jte must have fresh air.
which shows how honest l've been with you,"
"Veny stlange," declared the . clever Chinee, growled the proprietor of the show. But never
when the showman had gone outside. "Me no mind. This thing is making 'out all right. Let's
ndelstandee."
·g et at work and put up the tent. The" women
"I don't know who does understand it," f.enny folks have got to help us, 1Uld that's all there
spoke UP,· "There'43 only one way to figure 1t out, is to it.'' •
•
tftough, ' he added, thoughtfully. "I'm putty sure
They went to the two wagons and soon unnow that Bent has go money with him. He was hitched the horses. Then they tied them whetoe
earryin' all kinds of money, too. What made you there was some grass further along and at once
think that he had a hundred dollars in his proceeded tp take out the tent and the few J)OlM
i,ocket."
that would hold it in place. When this had "been

"Me no wantee tlavel with you. Me go witll
Young Wild West."
"I can do business with you, I see. But say, that
pass I just g-ave you is equal to a dollar in cash.
Please don't forget that.''
"Me undelstandee. Maybe you lilcee havee uµee
~ore tanJ!:}efoot.''
''Don't mind if I do take another drink witll
you. You certainly are a fine ,heathen."
"You gottee no money'!'.' Hop asked, when they
had )loured out the drinks.
.
"I'm Btrry to say that though I am not exactly
broke, I am badly bent Ha, ha, ha! . l!ow does
that sQund? My J)ame is Bent, you know."
"Lat velly goodee. But you gottee allee samee
bundled dollee in you pockee. Me knowee lat. Me
\relly smartee Chinee."
"My heathen ;friend," and Bent placed a hand
affectionately upon., the Chinaman's shoulder, "if
what you say was true I would be willing to
stand upon my head for five minutes and wiggle
my heels to all points of the compass."
"Allee light. Maybe you standee on your head,
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done Bent walked back to the hotel, and nodded
to his wife, and said:
"Marie, come and help us. What are you sitting there for like that?"
"Oh, are you ready, Hiram?" came the reply
in a sarcastic way. "Ready! You ought to know that." .
'
.
"All right. I'll be there presently. . Come on,
all of you. Mollie; don't forget that you· are
supposed to do your part, too."
-·
This was said to the young girl, who was sitting a little apa1·t from the others and talking
to Arietta very ernestly.
She turned in a frightened way, and then after
excusing herself was the first to leave the porcli..
"You have got a little sense left, I see, Mollie,"
Bent said, coaxingly. 'Now, you just stick to us. ·
Just because you have met with some people who
sympathize with you don't mean that you should
leave the show. We have been taking too good
care of you for that, and some day everything
will come out all right and you will have enough
money to get ba<,;k to your folks in the East.''.
"1-1 think I'll quit' the show business," the
girl faltered, as she turned and looked back at
the porch in a hesitating way.
"You'll quit, eh?" hiJ;;sed the showman. "Just
you try it. You know what I've told you. You're
m a part of the country where a human life
isn't worth a pinch of snuff. Now, just remember
hat. Don't you dare think of quitting us.''
This had great effect upon the girl, and though
her face paled she followed him to where the
canvas and other belonging& to the .show had been
strew11 upon the ground. The others soon came,
and then all but Bent worked diligently and in
about half an hour a stretch of canias had been
erected in a circle. At the entrancl" a little tent
was formed, but this exteJ1ded a short distance,
so it might cut off a view of the stage, which was
to be erected later on. The stage consisted of a
few sections of boards that wet! nailed together
and placed upon horses, and when it had finally
been put in place the curtain was hung and
drawn across, while the dressing-room was obscur"d from view b hind it by another curtain.
"There you are.'' Bent said. wiping the perspiration from his bi-ow. though really he hadn1t
done a thing in the way of labor. "Now hist get
the costumes in the dressing-ro~_m, and we'll be
ready to open up the . show on time. I'll nut up
the sign, and if we don't have the tent filled at
least four times before midnight to-night' I'J,l be
willing to give up the show business ."
Then he looked around and saw that the gi:l
called Mollie had disappeared.
"Wher• is she?" he demanded of his wife, angrily.
' .
.
'"W'here is who?!' came the reply.
•
"The girl."
"I don't know; I think she went back with
those people."
'What did you let her go for? Don't you know
that she is getting' ready to quit us again?"
"Wen, let her quit. It seems to me. you take
a whole lot of stock in the doll-faced thing, anyhow.''
•
•
"Ha, ha, ha! .Getting jealous, too, Marie?
,\\Tell, you are a great one. Just as if my affections could ever !eave you and turn to another,
especially a mere child.''
This caused the woman's face to redden, and
0

she muttered something jn an angry tone and
then turned away curtly.
The men helped him and Bent soon had the
final touch put to the business.
Then he took a seat in front of the tent, and
pulling an old newspaper from his pocket proceeded to read just as if he was not at all concerned.
The rest went away as they pleased, and by
and by a few :women and children gathered andlooked with longing eyes at the tent and espe-·
cia1ly"at the big red and blue sign tha-t adorned
the front, announcing it to lie the greatest traveling show on earth.
CHAPTER V.-The Actress And the Clown
Leave The Show.
Arietta had been doing a lot of talking to
Mollie, the actress, and when she learned that
the girl was with the show very much against
her will she sympathized with her deeply.
· It appears that the girl's name was Mary
Havens, and that she had foolishly decided to go
on the stage something like a year previously.'
She had met with_varying success, but one day
found herself with the stranded show in Denver.
Then, as luck would have it, Hiram G. Bent came
upon her, and after offering her big inducement
succeeded in getting her to Jo1h his show. Since
that time she had put in a hard life of it, for
both the showman and his wife had been very
crue to her and the others, with the exception
of Walters, the clown, had shown little in the way
of sympathy. •
·
But it happened that Walters had oniy lately
joined the out fit, and he did not know the full
particulars concerning the girl. Every time he
got a chance to talk with her some one would
pop around and interrupt _the conversation. The
fact was that the clown was a pretty decent man,
and Young Wild West and his fridends knew .him
to be such. He had no. more. i_dea of trying to
get back the trick mule without buying the same
than he did of flying over the housetop, and
whenever the showman told him that he wo
surely have Jennie again he did not ·know exactly how to take him. He had_seen Mollie w;ilk ·
oack to the hotel, but he said nothing, for he
knew the girl had made friends with the girls
belonging to Young Wild West's party, and he
felt that it was a good thing for them. He was
one of the first to leave the tent, and when he saw
Mollie walking over toward a small grove of
trees well in the rear of the hotel with Young
Wild West's sweetheart he gave a nod and then
went on around to the bar-room But he felt that
he ought to say something to the actress, and regardless of the fact that sh~ had a companion
just then, he set out in the same direction a few
minutes later. But he was not the only one who
thought about having a talk with· Mollie. Jt
happened that Marie, the showman's wife, felt
the same way and when the clown wa'S half way:
to the · grove where he could see the two girl§'·,
sittihg on the ground chatting, he suddenly cam
upon Mrs. Bent, who was spying upon the two.
She arose hurriedly en_d looked confused w~en
Walters came up, but whifu she saw who it was
she scowled fiercely at him and said in a whisper:
"What are you,.prowling around here for?"
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"Nothing, Mrs. Bent;" was the reply. "I might the clown asked, looking at her in a peculiar
ask you what ,you were doing here."
way.
"I'm •trying to listen to what that girJ is saying
"Oh, yes,
would. You are. the only one beto the new frien~ she has found."
longing to the show that I ever felt I could trust"
'Oh, eavesdropping, eh?"
declared the girl, eagerly.
·
·
'
"You can call it tsat if you want to. But you . "Thank you for saying that. We'll try and fix
know as well as I do that we can't afford to lose it so we'll go East together. This time
Mollie. Even though Hiram is altogether too to my word when I Sa:( that I am goingI'llto stick
quit sweet on her to suit me I know she is t'he money- the show business forever."
•
maker for the shOIW. I just heard her telling the
This all sounded very nice'to Arietta, who lookother girl that she was going to leave the show ed on smiling, nodding her approval
now and
when it got througb here."
then.
"Well, I don't blame her, Mrs. Bent. ' From
"I think Jou _two are pretty well mated," she
what I have seen she is being treated badly."
declared, laughmgly. "Both are
at
"Froin. what you have ,seen, eh?" sneered the the show business, and both want disgusted
to get back
woman. "It's a wonder you don't leave, too."
East. I think I'll have to speak to Wild about it
'I am thinki~ strongly of {loing it."
and see if he can't arrange it so you can carry
, "You are, eh? Well, I'll see to it that yc)u do out your wishes."
leave, then. I rather think that I have got some"What's this going on here?" a gruff voice dething to say about this business. There was · manded from t!'ie bushes behi,nd them.
about two thousand dollars of my. ood money
Turning, they beheld Bent, whose face was red
that was put into it, and when .I put my foot '?'ith passion .. Then his wife appeared,
and shakdown Hiram has got to give in to me. You say m~ an accusmg finger at the
clown, she called
one more word, Walters, and you shall be dis- out:
charged right away."
"There! I wasn't long in
the boss here.
"I will consider myself discharged, then, Mrs. Now you'll know something.getting
Going to quit the
Bent. I happen to lrave about fifty dollars in my show, are you, and trying to make
that doll-faced
pocket, which is a great deal more than your hussy 'go, too? Well, we'll see about
it."
husband has got, as I know pretty well. I. will
'Ya~ters was not exactly what might be called
bid you good afternoon."
a timid man, though he had
made it a
Then the clown turned abruptly from her and point to keep out, of trouble ifalways
he could possibly
walked directly to where the girls were sitting.
do so. He turned and looked at Arietta, and
They heard him coming, of course, and l:iot'h when he saw the expression
on her face he deseemed rather surprise •.
cided right away that ,it would not do to quail
"How, are you, Mr. Clown?" Arietta said now. Young Wild West's sweetheart was
looking
quickly recovering and smiling at him.
in such a contemptuous
at the showman
"I am not feeling extra well, Miss· Arietta," • and his wife that it lent way
him courage, in fact.
was the reply, with a shake of the head. "I have
Arietta said nothing, howe%r, and when the
just been discharged."
.
two came up she simply leaned against a tree and
'What is that?" cri,ed the actress, jumping to looked on.
·
her feet in amazement. "Been discharged? Did
"You know what "our contract is, Walters,"
you have a quarrel with Mr. Bent?"
Bent began, slJ_aking his finger in threatening
"No. Mrs. Bent, the fair Marie, just dis- way at the clown.
charged me. She was rig.ht back behind the
"What contract?" was the reply.
bushes over there listening to what you two were
"Why, the agreement we made. That's a con~!king about. She fears that yo are going to tr~;t, isn't it?"
f .
quit the show."
It was only. by word of mouth, .so I guess 1t
"WeU, I am going to, and I am not afraid to amo'lmts to nothing. "I'm done, Hiram Bent, and
say it," the girl cried, in a spirited way. "This so is Mollie. You go ahead with your show, and
young lady has advised me to -do it, for I haye · I'm quite sure you can get akmg pretty well withbeen telling her how I have been abused ever o_u~ us. Your wife is supposed to be the greatest
since I fell into the clutches of the show people." hvmg actress. That's the way yott announce it
1tr glory in your spunk, Miss , Mollie. Only a generally."
•
vexy few months ago I told Young Wild West
T~e l~st w'!-s said in p. tantalizing way, and beand his friends that I was never going into the commg mfunated the showman ·reached out his
show business again. I sold a trick mule to Hop hand as though to grab the speaker by the throat.
Wah, the clever Chinee, and disposed of the team
"Hold on!" Arietta exclaimed, stepping beQf horses and a wagon to others. But luck' '9/ent tween them. "There is gojng to be no fighting
against me, and the first thing I knew I found here, not while I'm present. You two people are
myself without any money and was glad 1.mough what I call low and despicable. I have heard
to accept the chance of trjlveling with Bent's enough and seen enough to make me disgusted
show. You remember "When I first came, and I with you. If these two feel inclined to leave
am sure you will be surprised when I tell you y.our emnloy I think they have a perfect right
th~ I have been able to save as much as fifty to do so."
dollars from the dribbles I got now and then."
. "Well, . did you ~er?'' gasped . the fat Mrs.
"That is a whole lot of money," Mollie declared, Be;nt, and she staggered bac,k and might have
showing astonishment. "I haven't even as ·much fallen if she had not come against a tree.
q fifty cents. They never let me have any
"A mete temal~ daring to interfere, and a chit
money. All I am -longing for is the chance to at that," cned her husband. ·
1'You think
get back East, where I have relatives and friends
I'm a chit, do yoµ?" Arietta said,
who have· no idea where I now am."
and then she coolly pulled a revolver from the
-You wouldn't So back with me, would you'l" holster at her side and turned the muzzle toward
I

.
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him. ~'Look into that. Do you see that shining make up your mind to propose to her? I have
.ring? Well, a spurt of flame .is liable to come an idea that she might accept you for a husband."
from that at any time, and when . it does come
"I don't know but what she might under • the
there will be a bullet with it. Don't calf me a co'nditions. But I think it wouldn't be fair to ask
chit of a girl. I know how . to shoot, and such · her just now. • She might feel as if it would be
men as you are liable to ' get shot when I am the only way she could ge back to her relatives
around. Now, you just take your wife by the and friends."
·
·
.
arm and get back to your tent before I count
. "All right, Walters. I adtnire you for talking
three. I'll be a little slow in doing it, so you can that way. But I'll let Arietta speak to her, and
get a chance. One~•
·
we'll soon find out just ho~ she f_eels towu
If a bomb had exploded, close to him Hiram you. From what I have already learned the relaG. Bent could not have been more astounded.
tives she has are not very near, which really
But° he was quick to realize that he was fac.- makes her alone in the world. This show busiing a great da.n ger. The revolver in the girl's ness isn't very uplifting, especially with such a
hand was leveled squarely at his breast, and he crowd as Bent has got with him. You just leave
could see her finger toying with the trigger.
it tn me."
"I-I--" he faltered.
"I am only too glad to leave it .to you, Wild,"
"Two!" Arietta called out-i and then she acted and Walters looked very much relieved and ceras if she was really going to fire.
tainly felt than~ful as well.
"Come on, HiraIJl," the fat woman cried, almost
hysterically. "The .vixen would shoot you."
Whet}i.er Hiram acted on her advice or merely
went of his own accord, it cannot be said, but CHAPTER VI.-Bent And Ike Become Friends.
he turned suddenly and went crashing through
Bent and hia wife were in anything but a good
the bushes, as if he was being pursued by a griz- humor when they returned to the tent. ·
zly _bear. Marie, his wife, ran behind him, pullThe two men know as ti ake and Pete were
ing up her skirts and trying to hide her corpulent there, but the female members of the company
form so she might not form a target. Arietta had gone to the hotel. The showman knew pretwuld not help laughing, and when she lowered ty well that he could depend upon Pete and Jake
her revo1v.er as the two disappeared in the busl).es to do as he wanted them to, so after he had tol
she turned to the clown and the actress and said: how Walters and Mollie had severed their coti~
"Well, if that isn't the most ridiculous thing nectins with the show he proceed to devise a
I have ever seen. Come on, you two. I can easily - means of forcing them to return to do their
understand 1lhat you are .both from the East.• part~.
Why, it seems out of reason that any one could
"We might get along very well without Wallet. such people lord it over them as you have ters," he continued, as he shook his• heaa and
been permitting them to do to you."
looked thoughtful, "but you all .know as •well as I
"A man can't do much without mooey, Miss do that the girl is the mainstay. She not only
Arietta/' Walters said, confusedly.
"I know sings very well but she can do dances that take
I am nothing like Young Wild West and his part- every time, atid the way she recites 'Jim Bludso~•
ners, or even you. You folks s.eem to regard always takes the audience by storm. No, we can't
shooting as a mere pastime, and you don't hesi- afford to ·lose Mollie Havens just yet. But,". he
tate to shoot whenever it is necessary, either." went on, shaking his head doubtingly, "it seems
"Of course not. But don't think for a moment that this young doodshot they call Young Wild
that I intended to s}:ioot that rascally showman. I ~st has si,ded with -them somewhat and that
knew he would scare, and that's why I acted in yellow-hairea girl who, I am informed, is You~
\hat way. Let us go back to- the hotel. I am Wild West's sweetheart, will certainly do all s~
anxious for the rest to know this." ·
. •
can to prevent Mollie coming back. She is a
Mollie, the actress, was trembling now.
regular Tartar,.. she is. •Why, she pulled a gun
It was evident that she was not quite used to on me so sudden that it took my breath away. I
that sort of excitement.' But Arietta took her really believe she would shoot if she. had the least
kindly by the hand. and the three hurriedly made occasion to do so. I don't want much to do with
their W1J!'Y to the hotel. 1t happened that Anna her."
and Eloise were in the big front room upstairs
"Ano you don't want much to do with Young
that had been allotted to the female members Wild West, either, do you?" -Pete spoke up.
of Young Wild West's party. As soon as Arietta
"Certainly not, when it comes to fighting orlearned this ii.he told the clerk to go and find Wild anything like that. I have seen enough of hint
and his partners right away, and then she con- to convince me that he is capable of thrashingducted the actress upstairs.
half a dozen men like me. Just see how he hanWalters founa our hero and his partners back dled the bad man who was trying to make me pay
at the barn and sheds looking after their horses. twenty dollars."
.
,
His face was rather pale, and noticing it the _
"Say, Hiram," his wife spoke up, showing that
young deadshot asked him what the trouble was. she had been struck with an idea, "why don't
In a hurried manner the clown related what had you see the bad man and get him 1o help you
out. It's pretty certain that he must hate the.
hapuened so recently.
"That's all right, Walters," the boy said, · in · boy, and if Young Wild West is going to be th
his cool. and easy way. "Just take it ei)-sy. When means of preventing Mollie from coming back the
, you tell me that the show people have no claim bad "inan and his friends might fix it so .things
on the girl or upon yourself I believe you, and I would change around to our way."
.
. will see to it that no harm ' will befall you. If
"Gracious, Marie, that idea is surely worth
· ;iou have Teally made up your mind to go back something. I never thought yo,7 were capable
. East and the girl wants to go, too, why don't you of having ideas that were wortt. anythine."
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"I think my ideas . are as good as- yours," when you came -upon the porch this afternoon?"
snapped the woman. "You go and find thii;; man
"What about hirp ?" came the query.
·right away. They call him Ike, the bad man. -1 . "Well; he is putting me to a whole lot of
heard some one say that over at the }:lotel."
trouble. He has induced two. of lllY performers ·
"I don't exactly like the idea of going to him. to leave me, and they are tb.e best ones I have,
He might :not give me a chance to make known too."
·
what I 'want o:ahim."
.
. "Made two of your performers leave you!
. "Pshaw. You · saw Young Wild West handle What's that -for?"
.
him as if he were-a .child. That shows he don't · "Well, I won't say exactly that he has made
~o\lnt to. a great deal. You just go to him in them leave -me, but he has encouraged them to
a business-like way, and if he attempts to do any- do it. One of t_h em is the prettiest girl dancer
thing to you don't pa,y- any attention to it, but you ever 'saw, and the other a comedian who can
keep right on talking. Now, go on. The quicker keep a crowd roaring witli· laughter
half an
this is done the better it will be."
•
hour at a time. - They have quit the show, and
"Well, if you say so, Ma;rie, I suppose I'll have Young Wild We_st has taken them in. Now, then,
to go," and acting very much as if he was re- I thought perhaps you could help me out a little."
signed ·to his fate, ' the showman reluctantly left
"Do you s'pose if I was to shoot Young Wild
the tent and hurried for the saloon, where he had West it would make any difference?" Jke asked,
seen the bad IIU1n and his friends go.
acting as 1f it would be an easy thing to dispose
It happened that about all those who were not of the young deadshot in that way.
working at the mines were · gathered at the sa"It might make a whole lot of difference, but
loon. Probably about a dozep of them were there, I don't want you to do anything )ike that. I
and they were all fellows of the stripe of · Bad . know pretty well that you have no use for the
Ike As Bent paused in the doorway some .of boy, and that's why I thought perhaps you could
them saw him, and instantly they became quiet.. help me out."
'
Evidentlf -they had been .expecting the show"I'm listenin'. Go atead," and Ike threw himman to arrive at the place and advertise the self back in the chair and remained silent.
show, for the man behind the bar called out
Bent proceeded to relate how it was that Walquickly:
ters and the actress had left his ell\Ploy. He
"Come right in, boss. The boys will all be also stated that the trick mule would be worth
~ith yer tonight when your show opens. But I a whole lot to him,- and that-he intended to take
want to tell yer right here that if it ain't a good the animal with him when h'e left Grub Stake,
show. yer had better not give it. People arouna eyen if he had to steal it.
•
•
here is used to seein' "the very best, so don't try
"That's all right," Ike said, nodding his head
to put up anything that's 'snide.'"
.
approvingly. "You kin steal the }?lamec! mufe if
. 'U assure you that my shoy; is one of the best you want to, but you -can't git me to help you in
on earth," ans.wered Bent, feeling a whole lot bet- that game, A horse thief don't stand much of.a
ter at the reception he got.
•
show in this Pirt of the country. llut I don't
Bad Ike was standing at the bar and he :was mind•tellin' you that I'm goin' -to git Young Wild
anything but sober.
•
West afore to-morrow mornin'. I ain't goin'. to
"I know what he's come here for, boys," ·he shoot him in the back, or nothm' like that, 'cause
said, nodding his head. in a pleased way. !'He's • I'd be lynched if I did. But I'll drop him when
come to pay the twenty dollars for the license.'' he's lookin' at me, 'cause I'll be all ready an' I
"Mr. Ike," the showman said, politely, "I would won't give him a chance to shoot. That's counted
like to tallc to you in private •for a few minutes.'' as fair here: Ev,l!rybody kno~s that I've got
"Oh, go· ahead an' give· me the money right good cause to shoot it out with him, an' if we
w. It don't ma'ke no difference to me who sees happen to meet an' he goes down that will be all
," and -Ike laughed scornfully.
there is to it. But do you think that would make
"Won't you talk privately wth me?" pleaded the gal an' the feller you call Walters come back
Bent as h'e came a little-nearer.
to the show?"
"Go on Ike do as the man wants you to. It
"It might, .but I don't know exactly.
ut, say,
ain't right th;t }J6-Should let every one know his i:( you were- to shoot Young Wild West don't you
business everi if he · is gov:i' to pay you the think his part11ers would shoot you?"
twenty dollars.''
1
"Oh, no. I'll have my gang with me, an' they
This came from the bartender, who was un- won't git the chance. 'They'll be covered jest
doubtedly the proprietor as well.
about the time that • I &hoot.''
"All right," and Ike gave a nod · and sauntered
"Well," and the showman shook his head, "I
from the bar. "There's a little back room right wouldn't want to try anything like that. I have
here " he said, nodding to Bent. "Come on in. seen enough of Young Wild West to convince me
But 'don't keep me very long, 'cause I ain't got that he is a bad one to tackle. I was thinking,"
much time on my hands- jest now.' I'm busy he went on, half musingly, "that since you are
, fillin' in with kerosene.''
the mayor of Grub Stake you must have plenty
Once ih the back room the showman felt very of friends here. Suppose you were to announce
much better, and as he sat down he quickly be- it that unless the two who have left the show
me quite at his ease.
came back and take part to-night they will be
·"see here, Mr. Ike," he said, "before we talk driven from the town. If you do this' you had betabout the twenty dollars I want to say some- ter wait until you have all paid your money to
thing to yo)l.'' •
• come in. Then I think I might induce them to
· "What do you want to say? Hurry up about come back and do their parts?"
it an' let me hear it," and Ike placed both elbows
"I'll do that air right, boss. Rnt how about the
upon the table and looked at the: man sharply.
twenty?"
•
"You . know the boy who interfered with you
"T~e. fact is I haven't enough money to pay you.

for
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But I assure you that just as soon as enough is man entered he saw the actress and Walters just
taken in at the door you shall have the twenty.'~
sitting down at a table with Young Wild West
"All right, then, it's a go. But don't think rm and his friends. He stepped forward and pulled
afraid about s~ootin' Young Wild West. I'm goin' out a chair, and just then Penny, the proprietor,
to fix him, anyhow, 'cause he handled me as if I stepped up briskly, · and taking him by the arm,
was a baby an' made me a laughin' stock. No said:
·
man ever lived what tried to do sich a thing to
"You don't eat here, Mr. Bent,~ess you pu_t
me, much· less done it,. an' I'm sure I ain't goin' . down the cash.''
to stand it from a boy.''
"See here," was the reply in an accusing tone
"Well, you can do as you like about it, but if of voice, "you know as well1 as I do that I am
you will take my advice you wi\l let him alone. going to do a big business hen to-night, and that ~
What I want to do is to get the two performers you will get your money. • What is the use of beto come back and do · their parts, and when I ing so set on your way of doing business? I owe
leave here I mean to take the trick mule with me. you sixteen dollar!! now, and just as sure as my
You help me out all you' can :md if the· receipts name is Bent I'll pay you before eight o'clock, Mr.
a:ce larger. than usual I'll see to it that you get Penny."
considerable more than twenty dollars.''
"You'll pay me now, or you'fl go hungry:''
"lt's a go," and Ike put out his hand, which the
''Here, take thi§ for security," spoke up. Mrs.
showman took and gripped in hearty fashion.
Bent, and she tendered a small watch to the pro"I wish I could afford to treat the crowd," prietor. "That's -solid gold, and I'm sure it is
Bent said, shaking his head sadly. ''I wonder if worth enough to pay for our dinner a:nd supper.''
the bos.s W0\11.d hang me up until to-night?"
"That's different," Penny exclaimed, as he took
"I don't know but what he would. You come the watch and weighed it in his hand. "I reckon
on out with me, an' I'll see if I can't fix it. You that's worth about thirty -dollars, so I'll holci- it
kin say you got robbed at .,1b'.e last place you was, until you pay me~ Go ahead an' set down, an' I
an' that you're in putty baa. straits. The boss _of hope the supper will be enjoyed by yer all.'' .
this shack is a putty good-hearted feller, an' I • · As the meal progressed the showman begap
think he'll let yer run up a \)ill of ten or fifteen talking to Young Wild West and his friends.'
dollars. C.ome on.''
Presently he nodded ~o the young deadshot and
,,
Ike led the way into the bar-room, and stridi{lg said: ·
toward the crowd, M waved his hand at the man
"I am very sorry that anything disagre-eable
following him and called out:
.
. happened, and that two of the members of my
'!This here gent is a friend of mine, an' I'm company have deserted me. It puts me in a, bad
migaty syre that he's goin' to give the best show hole, too, anc,l 1f you woulq° only say the word I
any of you galoots has ever seen. He's in a lit- am sure they would do· their parts for this night
tle hard luck jest now, 'cause -he was robbed of only, in order to give me a chance to make enough
'all the money he made at the ·last place the show to settle my bills."
.
was at, Jerry, I reckon he's good.fer a round of
• "I have nothing to say about that, Mr. Bent,"
cl-rinks, ain't he? I know he'll pay yer afore he Wild answered, · in his cool and easy way. "If
goes to bed to-nigh},"
the actress and Walters Jiave decided to leave
. .
· "I'm always mighty liberal with anybody your employ it is none of my affairs. I will say,
what's in hard luck," the proprietor answered, • however, that I have approved of thefr action,
nodding his head. .!.'If you say the gent fs all and that I shall protect them in case the.re is any
right he kin have• what he wants.''
trouble.''
The result was that the crowd was soon su_p"Oh, you are going to try to put me in a hole,
plied with what they wanted to drink. Jerry, the then, are you? I thought you were
fair and
proprietot, put down the ainount on a slip of ·pa- square young fellow.''
per, and placed it in the till along with the
"This is no place to argue that question, Mr.
money he had there. Then B~nt called Ike aside Bent. Go on and eat your supper."
·
and had a rather long talk with him. But it was'
This crushed the showman completely, and he
in the sa91.e vein as before, and when he left the said no more.
saloon and went back to the tent he was feeling
a lot better. The afternoon was waning by this
time, and it would soon be time for supper at the
CHAPTER vn...: J.rhe "Committee" Fails.
hotel. Bent and his wife went over and sat upon
the porch and appeared to be quite _contented.
As soon as supper was over Walters went out,
There was no need of heralding it through the and going a.round to the rear of the house was
mining camp that there was going to be a show just in time to see Hop coming out of the kitchen.
there for every one would have to pass the tent
"Well, Hop," he aid, smiling pleasantly, "how
when' they returned from their work, and the itre you making out with Jennie, anyhow? I
glaring sign upon it was quite enough to an- haven't hitd ~uch of a chance to talk with you.
swer all purposes. Pete and Jake and the two I hope you are satisfied .with her.''
ladies belonging to the company joined the couple
"Me tellee you lat before, Misler Clown," ·Hop
there, and remained there until the bell rang for retorted, addressing him by the title that made
known his profession.
sur,b:~e," B~nt said rising to his f~~t. "Su~per
"~ell, ~ am gli:id of that. _When I sa'! yol1"'1
is ready. Just follow me. We'll go right mto commg with Jenme. I felt as if I would hke to
the dining-room "
• have her back agam. But I hllVe changed my
It was evident that they had done such things .min4. I have given up the profession this time
before for none of them hesitated. Inside the for good."
buildi~~ they went, and straight for the door of ·
"'Yha~tee lat, Misler Clown?" and Hop looked
the dinmg-room, which was open. As the show- at him m a puzzled way.
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"The profession. I have given it up. That
"You talkee allee samee likee fool,"
spoke
means I am not going to stay in the show busi- up, angrily. "Maybe somebody smackeeHop
you ':'acee
ness ariy longer."
.
pletty quickee if you no keepee still."
"Oh, me undelstandee ."
"If I did the proper thing I would strike you,"
"I'd like to have a look at Jennie, though."
cried the showman.
"Me showee you velly muchee quickee."
"You hittee me and me · hittee you,• so be. Me
The two went on back to the shed, where the no 'flaid."
&ule was tied along with the horses belonging to
Then bound to have some fun with the man
our friends. Though it had been but a few weeks clever Chinee pulled his big revolver and firedthe
a
ince he had parted with the mule, Jennie did shot almost at his feet .
., ot seem to recognize her former owner at all,
Bent uttered a cry of alarm, and turned and
but rubbed her nose against Hop tiie moment he ran as if for his lif '.!. The report drew the atwas close enough.
tention of all those at the hotel,
before Bent
"Jennie no hkee you, Misler Clown. She likee ~ reached it he was met by quite aand
crowd.
,
me,..-the Chinaman said, laughingly.
.
"Muraer!" h~ shouted, .pointing over his riiht
"It seems that way. Weij, that's· all right, You shoulder. "The Chinaman shot at me. Lynch him,
have got her in fine condition, anyhow. I'll bet somebody."
she weighs at least fifty pounds more than when
Wild was in the crowd, of course, and he knew
I parted with her." .
•
very well that Hop had not shot at him for the
"Jennie allee samee gittee plenty to eat, so be." purpose of injuring him at all. •
'
T~en Hop unti_e d the animal, and leading her
"Take it easy, B~nt," _he said, catching him by
out mto an open space proceeded to show what the arm and brmgmg him to an abrupt halt.
"I
she could do. He had taught her a few more reckon the Chinaman had no intention of shoottricks than Walters knew of, and he was so much ing you. He was just trying to frighten you1,
pleased that he declared again that he was glad suppose. What were you doing to him at tneI
that' Jennie had...fallen into such good handi:j_.
time?"
Hop was just about to lead the animal in to
"Not a thing. I was talking to
and
her stall when who should come along but Bent, trying to induce him to change his Walters
mind about
the showman.
leaving my company."
"Hello!" he called out, cheerfully. "I have just
"Is that itJ Well, you take my advice and let
een watching you. That certainly is a very Walters _alone. He has given up the show
busiclever mule, Walters."
_
· ·
ness for good and is going to start
in a
· "You don't have to tell me that," was the reply. few days. The actress is going with,East
him,
"Don't get offended now. You are sore on me Now ·you had better go to your tent and too.
get
for some reason that I can't understand. Wait, ready to open up your sho~ From what' I have
Mr. Chinee. Don't be in a hurry about ,tying the heal'd you will have a big crowd there. See to
mule. I want to see what she will do. Maybe it that you give a pretty good show, too, 'f or if
I can jnduce you to $011 her to me."
you don't there are men here who might be in"Never mindee," Hop said, and he went on. and dined to bust it up."
tied the ani-mal and then turned and walked out
"I suppose you feel like doing it, anyhow, don't
of the shed.
you?" sneered Bent, as he pulled himself away
"I don't know what I have done to you all to from- the _boy and started to move away.
make ou act this way," the showman declared,
"You can bet your life that if I had
acting as if he felt injured. "I am sure I have reason for it I wouldn't be long in bustinggood
the
always tried to use Walters right, and I certainly show."
never did anythin~ to you."
.
.
"Maybe you'll try and find a good reason."
The last was said to Hop, who simply grmned
"Probably. We can't tell about that just at
1:lnd said nothing.
present."
"I suppose I know the cause of it all, though,"
When he had disappeared Wild questioned
resumed Bent, shaking his head. "It is the young Walters and the Chinaman and soon found both
out
actress, Mollie H_avens, who is responsHl!e tor _it. wh'at caused the trouble. There was .a general
She has been tellmg a pack of hes to Young ":ild laugh an around, for the miners who had gathWest's sweetheart, and _I suppose you all thmk ered there seemed to think Hop -was a very
I am a perfect wretch."
·
funny character. They all went back to the hotel
"Bent," spoke up the clown, rather sternly, and took it easy until they heard Bent barking
"you and I always got along prett-Y, well, but I away to let tl!e people know that the show was
am going to tell you right now tl!at you never open. Then mmers as well as women and
treated that girl right. You haven't used any of children began streaming that way, and it young
was a
us right for that matter, for you owe us all con.- pretty sure thing that it would not take long
to
siderable money. Since I came with you I have crowd the tent. By the time the young deadshot
learned that Mollie has been anxious to get back • and his friends got to the tent it was so crowded
East, and you have always seen to it that she that they were told thei-e was not even standing
never had sufficient money to buy a ticket. You room. Then . they decided to wait for the next
have used her as a slave, so to speak, and I am show to be&"in, so remained standing outside.
glad she has now found a way to quit you. I
Wild took a position where he could see Bent
m going back East with her. Young Wild West raking in the money, and when he discovered
that
has attended to the matter, so there will be no Ike, the l:Sad man, was there with him he made
trouble at all about it."
up his mind that mischief was brewing. He saw
''Oh Young Wild W~st has attended to it, en? th.e showman hand the man some mofley, and
Well, he's what I call a very meddlesome boy. then he came out. A bell rang a few
minutes
Some of these days he'll wish he had minded his later, and the squeaky old violin, which was beown business a litlle more."
·
ing played by the man called Pete, str11 :k up an
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overture. In about half an hour there came- a
lull, and then those outside could hear the showman addressing the audience.
"Ladies and gentleman," he said, "I am sorry
that two of our best performers quit the company here. But I h~ve no means of engaging
them to come back. I don't owe either of them a
single dcllar, and they had no cause to leave.
There is a little misunder~nding about it, but
possibly if a demand was made for them to return it would change their minds. Is there any
one here who would kindly start such a. movement?'~
"I'll start it," a voice roared from the back
of the tent. "I'm Bad Ike, an• rm the boss of
Grub Sta)ce. I reckon wh~t I say has got to
• go. I'll guarantee to :raise a committee of twentyfive right away, an' we'll go an' see the two
what's quit the show an' do our best to git 'em
to come back."
. ~
,
"You know who is talking, Et," Wild said, a
smile on his face as he nodded to his- sw.eetheart.
"Yes, I suppose it's tha.t bad man, the cowardly
fellow you thrashed this, afternoon!'
·
"That's just who it is. Now, then, I have very
good reason to believe that a job has been put
?P• ~ad Ike mel!-ns to get me if he can; and he
is gomg ?>. do his best to ~ake the actress and
Walters Jom the show agam. I reckon we_ had
better go back _to th~ hotel ~d ~ there when he
comes ~ong with; his committee.
Charlie and Jim were near enoug)i _to hear
what he said, and they both nodded assent.
No one came out of the _tent as. yet, for af~er
the showman conclulled his remarks somethmg
else started up. Our friends went back to -the
hotel, and finding that the two who had deserted
the show were inside cafted them out upon the
h
'
poEJu st sit here with us an.d take it easy. A
committee' is coming P_resently to force you to
go back with the show," Wild said.
Mollie's face rimed pale, and Walters showed
signs of uneasiness.
.
"A crowd is coming, eh?" he said, shaking his
head. as if he did not know just what he should
do.
"Yes, and Bad Ike is the leader. But don't.you
show the white feather. Just stay here quietly
and when the committee arrives and you are addressed just refer them to me.''
"I will do just as you say, Yoting Wild West.
I know you win be able to handle them all right.''
"If I am not able it will be a mighty funny
thing," and the boy laughed lightly. _
A few minutes later th._e first show was over,
and the crowd came po-.uing out of the tent.
Wild was on the watch, and whep he saw Bad
Ike move off a few yards and begin talking with
a ·number of men of his own stripe, who quickly
gathered about him, he knew that 'this was the
committee.
"Now, then, boys," the young deadshot said,,
nodding to his partners, "get ready for business.
I hardly think there will be any shooti1;tg, but if
there is I 1·eckon we'll do our share of it. I may
take a notion to give a little exhibition •of fancy
shooting, but it won't be for the purpose of fnjuring any one.''
It had leaked out pretty well that Uiere was
going to be trouble, and nearly every one who
had not come from the show followed the com0

mittee. Straight to the porch they came, Bad
Ike bein¥; careful to keep well in the rear.
"Well,' said Wild, in his cool and~ way 88
he arose and looked at them inquiringly, ~hat
is the trouble, gentlemen?"
·
/
No one made a reply, but all turned and looked
at Ike, who seemed to be a little bit unnerved.
"We didn't come here to bother you YouJ
Wild West:' the villain spoke up, as if ~polo~
ing. "Don't think I've got any hard feelin's.
ag'in you for what you done to me. We come r
here to try an' persuade them two what's settm•
there to go back with -their old boss. He's willin•
to do the right thing by 'em, an' he says that
he can't git along very well without 'em. They
oughter stay with hiiy till he kin git somebody
to Jill their places, which ain't no more than fair
alt square an right, too, I thlllk."
"Fair and squire and right, too, you think~
eh?"
"That's jest it, Young Wild West."
"I didn't think -there was anything fair and
square about you. But since you have stated your
errand here, I suppose it is none. of my business.
unless the two r.eferred to want me to answer
- for them."
"You can answer for me, Mr. West;' the fair
act:ress called out quickly~ "I have no intentiona
of joining the show again."
"The same here, Young Wild West," Walters
spoke up, spiritedly. "You are appointed to actfor us."
"Very well, then. I'll do it," and Wild took a
step to the edge of the porch and pointing a
ftnge.r at Ike said.
"I h
't ,_·
th
appen o_-,,.,..ow at yo~ and the_ showman
have ~een putting up ~ome kind of a Job, and r
am gomg . to tell you nght how that you .may as
well · take your. commit_tee and light out. ¥-r•
Walter~ a nd Miss Mollie Havens ~rt: not ,gomg
back wi th the_ s~ow. .They _have quit it for good.
T~~t set:les, ~t.
. We didn t come here to talk to you, Young
W~Jd Wes_t,", one of the m~n spoke up, harshly.
.You didn t, eh? ~err, if you have got .ears
you must. have.. heard 1ust w~at was said a moment ago. I have been a~pomted t.o act _for th
two you came to see, I'll do the talking for
them."
•
,
"You kin do a whole lot of talkin', anyhow,
ca!}'t you?"
•
Oh, yes1 I am a p:z:etty good talker, But I
can d~ a rew other thi!Jgs, ~- _You ;iust hold.
that pip,e you are ~rooking tig~t _m your moutJI
and d~n t move an,,mch. I am gomg to knock 1t
out with a bullet.
Before the words were hardly out of the boy's
mouth a :revolver showed in his hand, and it was
turneq dU"ectly toward the rascally fellow, who
promptly turned to flee.
.
"Stop I" came the command. "If you don't the.
bullet might go through your heart."
That was enough to bring him to a standstill.
The others· sc~ttered ins~~mtly, and then Wild
moved around s.lightly until he could get a goocl..,_,
shot at the pipe, and taking a quick aim pulled
the trigger. Crack! As the report rang q'ut the
bowl of the, pipe was shatter~d, leaving the stem
clutched between the frightened man's teeth.
"Now, then, if you are satisfied, you can go on.
If not I will show you a few more stunts.''
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• Some of them did not hear all he said, for they
were already moving away. Bad Ike was one of
the first to start, and he kept on going until he
reached the saloon on the other side of the road.
"I reckon that will be about all," the young
deadshot said, in his cool and easy way, as he
smiled pleasantly to Walters and the actress. "I
' hardly. think they will bother you again to-night."
"I hope they don't," the clown replied. "I don't
want any mol'e trouble with them, and I am goi1'§ to do my best to keep clear of jt."
'Come on, Et," the young deadshot said to his
sweetheart. "I reckon we may as well take in
the show."
"All right, Wild. I am ready," she answered.
Charlie and Jim. were ready, too, and so were
Anna and Eloise, so leaving the actress and
Walters at the hotel, they all set out for the
tent.
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Bent waited until he was satisfied there wS.: no
chance of getting any more money at that performance, and then he put on his hat and pushing a strip of canvas across the entrance, set
out for the saloon, no doubt ·for the purpose of
getting a drink.
He came back in -about ten. minutes, and then
as he was standing before the entrance the canvas was thrust aside and Ike came out.
"What's the matter?" the showman asked, looking somewhat surprised. "Got tired of it?"
"Yes, boss. There ,ain't much l)ense in lookin'
at the same thing twice. S'pose we go over to
Joe Penny's an' liquor up."
They quickly walked the short distance, and as
they were passin~ the porch they saw Walters
and the actress sitting there, apparently enjoying themselves. Bent muttered something that
was not intelligible, but evidently it was anything
but complimentary to •he two on the porch.
"Well, Mr. Bent," Joe Penny· spoke up, as the
CHAPTER VIII.-=-Th.e Plot .To Steal the Trick
showman followed Ike into the· bar-room, "I supMule.
pose you have come to redeem your wife's
Bent had reaped quite a ·hai:;vest from ihe first watch."
1
performance, and even though he 'had given -Ike,
"Oh, there isn't any great hurry about that,
the bad man, the promised twenty dollars, he is there?" came the :reply.
felt that he was away ahead of the game.
"No; I don't s'pose there is. But- I was thinkin'
While he hardly expected as many at the that maybe she wanted it." .
second perfoz:mance, he knew that the show
Bent thought for a moment, and then rather
w:ould surely be well patronized. He was at his reluctantly put his hand in his pocket an<f drew
station where the money was collected when ·the forth a roll of bills.
committee came back to report. ijce stepped up
"I'll take the watch now and settle the bill,"
with a swagger and laying his hand upon the he said.
showman's shoulder, said: ·
"Goodl That will suit me a whole lot better. I
"Well, I've come to tell you that we didn't don't want your wife's watch. If you never remake out very good. W'e can't git them two deemed it an' I give it to my wife I'd always feel
actors to come back with yer. Young Wild West disgusted every time I looked at it. Fork over the
put a stop to that mighty quick."
money an' the watcl} is yours.'•
~•so they wouldn't come back, eh?" Bent asked,
The money -.Vas quickly paid; and the watch
shrugging his shoulders.
was passed to Bent, who after looking at it
"No there ain't no use. We done the bes• we and finding it was all right put it in his pocket. .
could 'for yer, an' now we're goin' to take in
"Now, then," resumed the hotel-keeper, as he
the show a second time. But what I told yog you put a coup1e of glasses on the bar for fltem,
kin depend on. I've got to git S<J.Uare."
"if you're goin' to stay here all night you have
"I don't care about that part of 1t. If you want got to pay in advance.''
to buy a ticket you can !fo so. There are people
"We are not going to stay here all night, Mr.
f, waiting to get in." •
Penny," and the showman smiled in a sort of
"Oh, I don't have to buy no ticket this time, · triumph. "The wagons are good enough for us
Mr. Bent," and Ike pushed his way past the to sleep in. The men use one and the ladies
showman and entered the tent.
the other. That's what we have to do when we're
The rest' tried to follow him, but Bent was on the road, anyhow."
obdurate, and they were forced to c9me down
Oh, all right. It won't hurt me none whether
with a dollar apiece. While the show~an felt you stay in the wogans or if you don't ,sleep at
..
sore at being without, two cif his best perform- ~-"
ers, he soon became very cheerful when he found
"Of course not. But you'll miss the two dollars
the money was rolling in so fast~ 'rhe tent was apiece, that's all."
nearly full when Young Wild West and his
"That ain't none of your business, anyhow.''
friends came along.
.
Penny was getting slightly angry, for he really
"Well, Mr. Bent," the young deadshot said, in had been thinking that he would have the show
his cool and easy way, as he laid down the money to accommodate for the night. Bad Ike paid for
to pay for six. "you see we are going to patronize the drinks, and then Bent treated. As they turned
you."
to go out Penny nodded to them and said:
"That showes a friendly spirit," was the reply,
"I s'pose I oughter treat when I collect a bill
as ·he grabbed the money eagerly. "Go right in. which I hardly expected to git. Have something
I hope you'll get good places."
with me. What do you want, cigars-?"
Half a dozen more went in after our friends,
"A cigar will do me," Bent answered.
and then Hop Wah, t~ clever Chinee, came
"Me, too, then," his companion added.
along. Bent scowled at him. but accepted his
They got the cigars- and left the hotel.
dollar without a word. A bell tinkled soon after
"Ike," said Bent, as they walked. slowly toward
that, and the alleged orchestra struck up. Then the tent, "that trick mule has s-ot to be mine
the usual performance was gone through with, when I leave Grub Stake."
save that two of the best artists were missing.
"All right. It oughter be easy enough. Wh7
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don't yer go an' git the long-eared critter to- arrangements at the other place for u11 to get-our
night an' hide it some place?"
meals."
''Can't you do it for me?"
"I am sure I can, my dear. I'll do it before I
"Not on your life! ! I ain't no 11orse thief. But . retire to-night."
I'll tell you what I'll do. I'll find a good place
The female members of -the company were
for you to hide th mule. It's only a couple of
miles from here, an' I'll guarantee that if they pretty well tired out, and they were not long in
was to hunt for a week they would never find retiring to the big wagon. Then Bent saddled
his horse and soon found Ike waiting for him.
it."
.
"You ain't changed your mina, I see," the bad
The two came to a halt under a tree, and they
did not notice two forms standing a short dis- man said.
"Not one bit of it. I am going to take the
tance away. The two forms were no other than
the actress and Walters. They had walked over mule to this place you have told me about. if I
toward the tent to listen, and were returning think it's all right and. leave it there until I go
when they saw the showman and Bad Ike com- away from Grub Stake. That wilt make it aping. Naturally they felt it best to get out of the pear that some one else stole the mule." _
way, so they had stepped behind some trees. Now
The two rode away off to the right of the
they were eavesdropping without having any in- mining camp, and about two miles back into the
tention of doing so.
woods they came to . a deserted shanty which
"Where is this plac~ where the mule could be was built right close to a steep bank.'
hidden?" Bent asked eagerly.
"You don't mean here, do you?" the showman
"I told you it was jest about two miles from asked, as he dismounted and struck a match.
he:i:e. I'll go an' show it to yer as soon. as the
"Here's jest the place," was the reply.
show is over, but I won't have nothin' to do with
"But this could be found easily enough, I'm
stealin' the mule."
sure."
·
_· "I'll go with you," said Bent. "It will be a ,
"That's all right. Let 'em find 'it. I happen tQ
good chance to get square with Young Wild know that there's a cave right behind the little
West, for I fancy that he thinks about as much shanty, an' there's mighty ·few . what knows it,
of the mule as the heathen does. I'll go with too. There's the place to put the mule."
you, Ike. You be aroup.d when I close up, and
"But the animal would starve to death if it was
it won't take me long to saddle my horse."
left there very long."
The two walked on then, and the couple who
"No, it wouldn't. There's runnin' water right
had been listening behind the trees hurriedly in the cave, an' it will be easy enough
to chuc"k
madt! their way to the hotel. Bent and Ike in a couple of armfuls of grass. I'll help
you
waited outside the tent until the performance ·do that right now." ,
was over. Then the big canvas flap was swung
"It's too bad we didn't bring a lantern with
back, and the crowd . poured out., It was the
·
second performan<9, and the showman knew that us," and Bent shbok his head.
"I know where there's one, so it ain't too bad,
he 'had cleared a hundred and twelfty-five dollars
after paying the bills he had incurred since his after all."
Ike quickly made his way into the shanty and
artival at the mining camp.
He meant to stay there just as long as the soon came out with a lantern.
"You see," he said, in the way of an explanapeople would attend the show, for he changed
the performance slightly every day, the songs tion, "this has been a hJaing-place for me and
being different, though t:he acting was about the some of the boys a few times, and· we have gensame. As he talked it over in regard to the trick erally got things the way we want 'em."
mule it struck him that it would be a good idea
"Oh I that's all right, then."
to steal the animal that night. Then he would
The lantern was soon lighted, and Ike showed
not be apt to come under suspicion. The tent the villainous showman the cave, which was covnow being clear he _at once began his hawk- ered by a lot of boards that were nailed ·to strips
ing. He had a loud voice that was respnant, and which looked as if. they formed the back part of
his words being plain, he made every one· under- the shanty. It was certainly a fine building .to
stand that there was going to be another show hide in, and if no one knew about it they would
to begin within fifteen minu4;es. The third time never find. the mule. That was the way the showthe tent was not more than half full, but this man looked at it, anyhow, so he lent his assistwas more than satisfactory, and when it. came ance and . quite a pile of grass was plucked and
time to give •it the fourth time for the evening carried into the cave. Then the piece of partition
the . showman bellowed himself hoarse before he was put up .again, and the two went away, after
got more than half a dozen to enter.
Ike had placed • the lantern where it could easily
.
But a few more came Jater on, since a number be found by his companions.
"Think you kin find the way here now?" the
of. cowboys happened to strike the camp just
about then, and the result was that before the bad man asked when they were a short distance
show was half over he lilad taken in t.hirty dol- from the pl:ace.
"Oh, yes; leave that- to me. I'll have- the mule '
lars.
.
.
"This will be enough to-night, I think, my here before morning and you can bet on it."
7'hey rode back to Grub Stake, and parted comdear," he said to his wife, ·as they were count.
ing the money. "You will sleep in the wagon as pany at the tent.
usual. I am not going to give the hotel-keeper
No doubt Ike felt tfiat he had done something
the satisfaction of staying there."
toward obtaining revenge upon Young Wild
"I wouldn't, either," was the reply. "I have West, and the showman might have felt the same
got my watch back, and 1 don't want anything way, only that he figured upon using the mule
more to eo with that man. Maybe you can make later on as his leading attraction.
·

•
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quickly to the shed, Wild and his partners following him.
"Hip bi! Where Jennie go?" the Chinaman
When Young Wild W~ t and his partners and cried, as he ran about among the horses, as if
the girls st r olled back to the hotel after witn~ss- . he expected'to find her hidden somewhere between
•
ing t he performan_ce they had a lot to talk abou~. them.
. "Someone has stoten:her, that's all," Jim Dart
The gir ls begazt plying the actress wit!} :qµei;tions regarding the show ·business, and Wild, explained. "Come here. You can see where they
,
Char}iE!" and Jim talked with i;he clown as to his cut the halter."
'The showman had a hand in it, an' I'll bet on
_ prospects· when he got East.
While the t wo, who had listened to the the plot- it," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up:
Hop was very much excited. He felt badly
ters, had intended to tell their friends about it
as soon a s they came back, they forget about it, over it, too, and, after he had thorou~
thus t he conversation went on until the hour searched th.e premises without finding a clue, he
went back to the hotel. Wild and his partners
•
•
grew late.
Wild had seen to it that accommodations were were standing in front of the bar-room door
afforiled for the actress. • The l1trgest room in the where a few miners had already congregated'.
house had been given to -the girls, and, ' as there They were telling the miners how some one had
were two beds in it, it was all that could be stolen the Chinaman's trick mule when Hop
·.
dpsired. A place was found for the clown, too, joined them.
"Me findee outtee velly muchee quickee Misler
and shortly after eleven o'clock all hid retired.
_Wild was the· first · tp arise when morning Wild," the clever Chinee exclalmed. "Me go to
•
came, and as he was dressing Charlie and Jim um show, so be. But where is um clown?"
"I'll go and wake him to satisfy you that he
heard him and they quickly followed his example. .
As they usually did, they went on downstairs didn't take the mule," Jim Dart answered, and
and outslee, and then turned their footsteps to- he quickly entered the house.
In a few mi.n utes 'he appeared with Wa lters,
ward the place where the horses were kept. They
allijl.~S liked to ~ee how the hor~s were in the who-pro111ptly beckoned for Wild and Charlie to
'
·
·
mdfning. • Reachmg the shed which was called come inside.
"I don't know what made me forget it, Young
a stable they looked them over and found them.
I
~•but
head,
his
shaking
said,
he
West,"
Wild
to be all right. But Jim Dart ·pappenea to notice something that escltped the attention of Wild know the mule was going to be taken:"
.. You knew it!" ·the young deadshot cried, in
•
·
and Charlie, and he quickly said:
.
surprise• "What do you mean by that?"
•
·
"Hop must be up."
Walters quicJdy explained matters.
• "Hardly," retorted Wild, with a laugh. "He is
"So that's how it is," our hero said, a smile
not in the habit of getting up very ' early, especially when he is stopping at a mining camp. showing on his face. "Ik~, the bad man, was
The. chances a:re he has not been . to bed very going to. show where the mule could be hidde11
and Bent was ·going to do the stealing,. eh? H e
long."
meant to keep the mule there until he got ready
"But Jennie isn't' here."
• to leave the town, and thus have no suspicion
.
"Oh!"
upon him. Well, this is what I call all
thrown
A
ht
·
.
right. The first thing for us to do now is to get
This made it appear- d ifferent rig away.
•quick examination showed tlff!m .that tbe halter Ike here. Having done that we'll soon find where
the mule had been tied with had been cut close th
e mule is, and when Jennie has been brought
to the ring. But the trick mule was gone, that
was certain. Not sure that the clever Chinee had safely back we'll go ahead and bust the show.
Now then, don't say a word about this to any
d b ck to th h
"ld t
e ouse. one. Let every one think that the mule has been
a
urne
not tak en Her, W 1
"Where are the two Chinamen sleeping?" he stolen and that we haven't the least idea as to
asked the servant, who happened to be coming who the thief may be."
out of the kitchen at the time.
Hop had crowded his way in and lie overheard
"In the loft up there," she answered, pointing
part of what the young deadshot said.
He was so eager to learn where his pet ha<l
to a rickety addition at the rear of the house. It
was a s ort of ladder that had to be a scend ed in 'been taken tb.at he .began talking in a way tha t
order to get to the place, but th e young deadshots could hardly be underso9d: But Wild gave him
d
h k
run nimbly up and pushed against the door.
It gave way easily, falling down, for it was as a e an then brought him back to his senses.
The young deadshot then explained to him, and
without hinges and then startled cries were i1eard
Hop readily understood.
"You wantee Misler Ike, um bad man, Misler
from within. •
"Hop!" cried Wild, sharply, "come down out Wild?" he said. .
"Yes, do you know where he is?"
of ther e r ight away."
"Me oodee him, so be. He velly muchee dlunk
'Wattee mattee, Misler Wild? Me velly muchee
last nightee. Maybe he sleepee in um chair in
•
sleepee."
"I don't care how sleepy you are. Come on. um saloon now."
"Well, if you know where he is, go and find
You haven't got Jennie up there with you, have
•
.
him."
you?"
"Maybe he no come here, Misler Wild."
"Jennie ! . Whattee mattee, ;Misler Wild?" ·and
"That's so, too. I reckon we'll go with you."
then the Chinaman quickly came to the door,
By this time it had spread pretty well around
1
looking out in a startled way. ·
that Young Wild West's clever <rnmee had lost
·
"Jennie is missing."
So . excited was Hop now that he almost fell a valuable trick mule, and that it was generally
down the ladder. Without another word be ran supposed that it had been stolen. The majority
CHAPTER IX..-The Stolen Mule Il;I Found.
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of the inhabitants . of the camp were .up now, for
it would soon be time for the miners to go to
their work. As our · friends wended their way
toward the saloon they were greeted . by quite a
few, and every one ·seemed to sympathize with
the Chinaman. Hop led the w~y inside the shanty
saloon, and running around a table pointed to a
corner and exclaimed :
"Here, Misle;r Ike I He velly: muchee sleepee,
so be."
• •
.
Sure enough, the bad man was lying upon
three chairs, one of his feet resting upon a table.
He was dead to 1Jie world, too, and his snoring
told plainly that he was enjoying himself, as far
as sleeping goes. There were only a few in the
low-ceilinged bar-room of the saloon. A man
with his sleeves rolled up was behind the bar acting as if he was almost too sleepy to keep his
eyes open. But be iµanaged to wait on the few
customers he ha-cl and when Hop came in, fol- .
lowed by Young, Wild West and his ·partners, he
.merely took passing notice of them. Howwer,
when the Chinaman spoke in a rather loud voice
he · pointed to the sleeping man in the corner he
brightened up a little and said:
.
"Want Ike? Well, ·1 reckon now.is a good time
to git him. I tried my best t~ put 1lim out last
night, but nothin' would wake him, · even when
I hit him on the shins with a club." ·
"We'll' manage to arouse him, I reckon," Wila
answered, smilingly.
Then nodding to Hop, he said:
"Go ahead and wake him up."
•
Glad of the. ,l>PijOrturiity to have a little fun
and at the same .time arouse the sleeping bad
man, the clever Chinee slipped his hand under
his coat and drew forth one; of the hpme-made
firecracker s he always carried about his person.
No one- but Wild anci. his partners knew what
was -coming next, so when Hop put a cigar in his
mouth and then struck a match the others
thoug.ht he was simply going to start smoking
before he proceeded to awaken Ike.
l}op lighted a cigar, of course, but at the same
time . he touched the match to the fuse of the
cracker. ·Then he stepped over, and bending over
the sleeping man, slipped the cracker under one
of the c}.tairs,
·
"Misler Ike," he called out, in a loud tone of
• voice, at the."Same time giving him a shake, "you
bettee wakee uppee."
·
Then he stepped 'back quickly and the next instant a trem~ndous report rang out, filling the
room with smoke. Cries of alarm came from the
bartender and the men in the room, and they all
made a rush for the door. But the rest did not
attempt to get out. They simply wai~ed for the
smoke l;o escape through the open wmdows. It ·
was not fong in doing, this, and then Ike was seen
sitting
and looking about him in a aazed sort
of way. •
"What's the matter, 'Bill?" he called out in a
sickly tone of voice. · "Who fired a shot?"
But Bill was outside just then, and he made
no reply.
"Come Ike," Young Wild West said, as he
stepped ~ver and seized him by the arm. "I want
to- talk with you."
"Young Wild West_!" gased the sm:prised villain and then a shiver came over him, for he
must have thought that his time had about come.

up
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"Yes, that's who I am. Now, then, I'll give
you ·4!n seconds to tell me ·where that mule is."
As the boy said this he thrust. the muzzle of a
revolver under the villawi's nose.
"Don't-do n't shoot," gasped Ike, · liis face.
turning the color of ashes.
•.
"You heard· what' I said. 'Tell me where the
mule is."
'
·
"About two miles from here in the cave which
is right pehind an old shanty in the woQ.ds." .
"Are you telling me the truth?"
"Yes, Young Wild West, I wouldn't lie to ·yer
not in a case like this. But don't shoot me,
please."
.
•
"I am not goirlk to shoot you unless I ·find
that you have lied. ·Now, then, how do we get
to the shanty and cave?"
"Maybe I'd better show you the way."
"That would be a good tdea. Where's your
horse?"
•
"1-1 don't know," and Ike looked around in a
confused sort of way, for evidently he had forgotten just what h~ had done with his hurse the
night before.
"Want Ike's horse?" the bartender called out,
for he had come in by this time.
•
"Yes where is it?"
·
"In "the stable." .
"Send some one to get it right away., then,
see that it is saddled and ready. to riae." ,
The fame _of the young deadshot had spread
through the mining camt> before this, and . it
..-;;eemed that the bartender was more than willing
to oblige 1lim. Wild noticed the way he s:cted, ~
he tossed him a silver dollar, •which was greedily
caught. Then, taking Ike by the arm he led him
out' of· the building. The horse was soon brought
around, and then Ike did not need to be told to
"'
mount, Wild and his portners hastened back to
the hotel, and found Hop, who"had gone on ahead
,:if them, saddling the horses· .that would hie
needed. All was quiet about the tent, and as
~
none of tlft!, sho~ p~ple could be seen it was ·evi- ·
dent that they were still in the wagons. The
girls had not yet come downstairs , so without let-·
ting them know anything about what had happened, the young deadshot and hit partners
mounted their horses and -rode away with the bad
man and Hop. Ike seemed to be glad of the
chance of making up for the wrong he had done,
and ins'tead of vowing vengeance upon Young
Wild West he actually felt kindly toward him.
The two miles were quickly covered, an·d when
the rickety old shanty in the woods came in sight
the bad man called out:
•
"If the mule. was stole last night you'll sartinly
find her ip a cave right behind that shanty. You
have got to go inside an' pull aside a part of the
1
boards what makes up the back. That covers
the ca-ve."
•
"You come on in with us, Ike," the young
deadshot said, rather sharply.
•
"On, of course, if you want me to."
They all dismounted and went inside the
shanty.
The piece of partition was quickly pulled aside, - :,
and then, as Hop hurried in Jennie gave a whin••
ny, and began stamping· hard upon the ground.
The Chinaman was so delighted that he fairlJ'
hugged the little animal, and when he led he~
out through the •shanty to the ground he·waa
almost crying with joy.
· ·

id
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"Hip hi, hoolayl" he said, and then ·he caused
Jenl)ie to leap upon her hind legs and waltz with
him, much to the surprise of the bad man.
"Come on, Hop/' Wild spoke up. "There's no
time for an exhibition now. We have got to pass
the show liefore ·we eat .any Breakfast. Hurry
along with Jennie."
The young deadshot swung himself upon.. the
back of his sorrel stallion and galloped away, the
rest following as fast as they could.
"
Back into t}u.l mining camp they rode, and just
as they came close to the show tent they saw
Hiram G. Bent leave one of the wagons and enter
it. The younloi deadshot rode up and dismounted.
"Now, boys,' he said, in his cool and easy way,
"here's where we bust the show."
·
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•
"I reckon you can't do much for us, Mr. Bent,"

Wild answered, coolly. "You just come outside
here. Put on your hat, if you like."
"My hat isn't here."
·
"Well, never mind. · I reckone you won't need
a ·hat."•.
·
"What is the matter?" asked the showman.
· Wild se1z~ him by the arm.
"Come on -outside," he said sternly. "We are
looking for the man who stole the Chinaman's
trick mule ·last· night. We have reasons to believe that you are the thief."
"No, no," prote::;ted Bent, trying to pull himself away from the boy.
.Bjt Charlie caught "bold of him from behina
and then followed him to the flap of the tent;
which had dropped back into place. The young
deadshot looked through a small opening and say
CHAPTER X.-'.'Busting" A Show.
his sweetheart and Mollie coming J;oward the
It -was not long after Young Wild West and tent. Then he threw aside the flap. As Arietta
his partners set out with Hop and the bad man and the actress approached Wild and Charlie sudto find the stolen mule when the girls came down- denly dragged the showman out of the tent.
stairs and made their way to the hotel parlor.
. "There is t~e guilty man I" cried the girl, pointThey had barely got there when Walters the mg an accusmg finger at her employer. "He is
clow:o,, came running in. He was very m~ch ex- the thief." ·
cited, and- promptly began to teU them of what
Miners were coming from all directions -now,
had happened. Then the actress started violent- and when they heard Bent loudly protesting his .
ly, for it all came to her1 and she started in to innocence they hurried all the faster. Confused
talking, too.
voices were heard·v_:i one of the wagons and then
"How could we have forgotten to tell about it it was not long before Mrs. Bent and' the other
last night, Dick?" she said.
two wom~n belonging to the show tumbled out
"I don't know. It seems strange .that neither tl)eir hair flying in, every direction.
.
'
of us thought about. it again. But I suppo1-e
"·W hat is the matter, Hiram?" the fat lady
we were so interested in what we were talking called out; excitedly, for' she could see her husabout that it slipped our minds. , ,That's the only band in the grap of Young Wild West and Cl)eywav "to explain it, ! ~think."
·
•
enne Charlie. .
_
.
' 1Go on and tell us about it," Arietta · called out.
"They
are
going
to
~ang
me,
Mari~,"
he
called
She soon heard the story, as far as they knew
out, wildly. "Save .me, oh, save me I I am init up to the present time.
· "The villaml" exclaimed Young Wild West's nocent of the charge!"
~•Innocent of wh11-t charge?" demanded Marie,
sweetheart, her eyes flashing. "Wild said he was
· going to break up that .show, and I think ·he cer- an_d then she pushed her way through the crowd
and made an effort to pull her husband from his
. tainly will now. I mean to help him, too."
·
· "He said he was going to 'bust' the show, Ari- ca.ptors.
"See here, Missus," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up
etta," Anna corrected.
.~
"Well, 'bust' isn't a very good word, though I rather sternly, "you git away from here. This
. suppose it answers well e~ough . . But it matters • blamed husband of- yours is a whole lot worse
. than a horse thief. He's a mule thief, an' any
not SO- long as Bent is punished."
.
The breakfast bell rang, but they paid no at- one as would steal a mule oughter be pulled
tention to it. Then a few minutes later they apart by two steers goin' in opposite directions."
"I am innocent, I am innocent!" cried Bent.
heard . the clatter of hoofs, and looking off to the
left they saw · the young deadshot appear from
"Easy, gentlemen," the young deadshot wled
the woods. . Right behind him was Cheyenne out, as he motioned the e.xcited miners to · get
Charlie, and then the rest of ,the party came, Hop back. "'If you will just be quiet a moment I'll let •
bringing up the rear leading Jennie.
you know all about it. This man fell in Jove with
"There is the mule" Walters exclaimed, de- the trick mule that was sold to one of our Chinalightedly. "I am glad they found her all right." men a few weeks ago by Walter!:', the man who
"There is the showman just getting out of the quit the show last night. He wanted the animal
wagon," Arietta· spoke up. "Wild •is going over · to help him alo11g with his show business, and
there. Come! We haven't any time to lose. last nigi:rt l)e stole it from the- shed over at the
Come on, Mollie."
·
hotel and took it away off in the woods to a cave
They all hurried over to the tent, and got there that is behind an old shanty there. He intended
just as Wild and the others dismounted~
to_ leavi! the niule there until he le.ft . the cai:np
"Come, Charlie," they heard the young dead.- · with the show. Then he wduld take 1t along with
shot say, ~nd -then after nodding to them all he him, and no one would be the wiser. But it
- started straight for the tent. The scout was hap_pens that he was overheard talking with Bad
· right at his heels, and ,l)ushiiig · aside the fla_p Ike last night; so it leaked- out. Ike knew where
they entered. ~iram G. Bent, .t he showman, was the mule was to be· taken, though he had no ·hai\d
. in the act ot combing his bah: l?efore ·a little , in stealing it. I -am going "to say that much for
' mirror.
·
·
·
him, gentlemen. Ike is nothing but a bh1ffer;and
. · 'fGood morning, gentlemen,". ~e said, rather. · no doubt he has committed val'ious crimes. But
faintly, "What can I -do for you?" "he had nothing to do with the,actual stealinc ol
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the mule. Hiram G. Bent did it himself. Now,
then, I aip going to punish him for it."
"All right, Young Wild West," came the rather
meek reply. "I reckon you know how to run
thin~."
·
"I am going to run this thing all right, for it
happens .that the mule belonged to the Chinaman
who is in .our employ. He is satifii_ed to let me
settle the matter, so that should be enough. What
I am ~ing to do is to bu.st this show. Hiram .G.
Bent 1sn't· going to have the .opportunity of
swindling the people of "the different mining
towns any longer. By saying that J. mean that
the tent and other things belonging to the show
have got to be put up at•auction, and the 1ioney
they bring must be paid to those he is in debt
to. He owes Walters quite a little sum of money,
and he hasn't been in his employ very long,
either. The young lady who quit the show last
night has told me fthat if she had all he has
promised to give her it would amount well up into
the- hundreds. That's the way I am going to
'bust' the show. I want some one 'Who is a . good
auctioneer to come over after breakfast and we'll
clean up the business. In the meantime Mr. Bent
must stay right here. If he attempts to get out
of Grub Stake. before I tell him to he will run
a big risk of being filled with lead.'·
Then, as if it had been prearranged, Wild sud•
denly pulled the showman Around and turning
him toward the tent gave him a push that sent
him on through and causing him to land upon
all fours inside. Wild wept about among · the
crowJi, and he soon found that they were all feel- ·
ing good-natured about it. The mule, of course,
was the center of attraction just then, and Hop
caused her to show some of her tricks. But 1t
was past the breakfast time, and our friends did
not"'forget that they were rather hungry, so yi.ey
went to the hot~l a few minutes later an!;!. were
soon enjoying a good meal. After breakfast they
went back to the show ground and _found .the
crowd larger than when they had left it.
"Here they come I" some one called out. "Here's
Young Wild West. Now then, for the auction."
Then the two men known as Pete and Jake
came hurrying to meet the party, and with them
were the two lady artists. They all began talking at once, and the drift of what ·they said was
that if the show was "busted" they wanted the
mouey that was due them.
'
·
·
One declared that Bent owed her a h,undred and
seventy-five dollars, while the other was willing
to swear that she should receive as mueh.
"Well," said Wild, smiling at them. "you are
going a little too high. The best way to it will
be to divide up the money equally."
This seemed to satisfy them, so · Wild soon
found a man who declarea he was a fi.rst--elass
auctioneer. He was a big six-footer and had a
voice much like a fog-horn, and when he mounted
a barrel in front of the tent and began to shout
and Jet the crowd know that the auciion was
about to begin he could have been heard for half
a mile. Bent a' d his wife came out just then,
and both of the.m were very indignant. ·
.
Marie became so angered that she pushed the
!>arrel over and caused the auctioneer to tumble
In a he111> to the ground, which cavsed the crowd
to roar with laughter.
Bent of course, protested against the sale, but
it was iio use. 1fben questioned he denied owi_ns

•

his employees anything, and that made it all the
worse for him.
So the auctioneer . righted the barrel and got
upon it -again, and the sale began.
"How much am I offered for the wagon which
standsi to the left?" he called out. •
It happened that there was a ranchman there
who needed just such a wagon, or thought he did,
and he promptly bid a hundred and fifty dollars.
No one else wanted it, so it was struck down to
him. The second wagon was not easy to sell, and
it went to the hotel-keeper for eighty dollars.
Then the horses were brought, up and disposed
of for about what they were worth . . Next came
the tent and the paraphernali a that was all
owned by the people wbo had been in Bent .employ. A 6oodly sum was realized from it, and
when they were all through Wild led the way
to the hotel and counted 'it, giving Bent permission to sit at the table with him. Then the show
people were called in. First came Walters-, who
stated the exact amount that was due him. Mollie, the actress, was called next, and her name
was jotted down. Then the others came, and
wh~~r they exaggerated it or mit the total
sum was more than what had been realized from
the sale-.
"I rather doubt that you people are telling
the truth about what Bent owes you," Wild said,
looking at the four. "It seems strange to me that
any one would let their wages sta:qd as long as
that, when he has been doing a pretty good business in other places the show has appeared at,
I have no doubt."
•
"A mighty good business," Pete declared.
1 'All right, then.
Now, I'll tell you what I am
going to do. I have thought it over and I have
decided to give Walters and Mollie just what
they claim. That will be done :first. Then I will
give you ,t hree-fourths of what is left to be di•
vided among the four of you."
"What are you going to do with the oth,er
fourth?" the showman asked, eagerly.
"Well, I was thinking of giving that to you."
"Good!" -1
"So you are satisfied, then?"
"Yes, that's a whole lot better than nothmg.
I didn't think I'd get a, .cent."
'The money was then iivided tlie way the young
deadshot had spoken pf, and a few minutes later
every one seemed to be satisfied. As - ~nt was
in possession of all the .money ·he had made the
night before he was pretty well fixed, after all,
and when the stage left at noon that day he
departed with his wife :(or the nearest railroad
station.
For reasons of their own those who had tum~
against him when they found the show to be
broken up remained until the following day.
Between Wild and Arietta it was discovered ·that
it would be a real love match if Walters should
marry the actress, and w1len our friends left
Grub S,t ake the couple, went wit.h them, stoppiµg
at the first good-sized town they came to, where
thev were dulf married.
Wild and his partners made them a substan- tial present, and so they started East on their
honeymoon.
Next week's 'issue will contain "YOUNG .WILD
WEST AND THE BRONCHO -BOSS; or,
CATCHING A CRAFI'Y_ CATTLEMA ~,"

WILD WEST WEEKLY

"THE BLACK HAND
By DICK ELLISON
A S~rial Story
Introduction.
Having been asked ·again to furnish a detective
story, I have concluded, after much reflection, to
make use
certai
tes given me a number of
years ago by my friend, Mr. :Qavid Doubleday,
commonly known to the frate,..nity as ' 101d Double-eyes," for many years a ~tective on Inspector Byrnes's staff.
Whatever may ~ said of Inspector Byrnes's
·methods, it is a generally admitted fact that Wall
treet, New York, was never so well guarded as
in the days when he established the. famous
. "Dead Line" at Fulton street, beyond which no
known crook could pass without being liable to
instant arrest.
Yet in thi_s instance a professional crook not
only passed the Dead Line, but successfully- operated on Wall Street fOP a considerable time.
The case was a remarkable one, and attracted
much attention; so much so that after it was
all over I asked my friend Doubleday for notes
and got them, knowing that a good story could
be made from them.
Substantially , the, present narrative is true,
although one or two fictitious characters have
been introdu~ed to help the story along.
I begin by quoting direct from Dave Doubleday's diary and give the first chapter in his own
language~ merely correcting the .g rammer and
spelling-two thing& which Old .Double-eyes never
fully lear:ned.
DICK ELLISON.
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· From Dave Doubleday's Diary.
Nov. 12, 18-. This day I had a hurry call
from Barlow's-Ba nker, No-- Wall.
It reached me at eleven o'clock.
I hustled around from the Old Slip station and
· found it a serious matter.
One of Barlow's clerks met me at the door of
the banker's elegantly furnished offices and, ask. ing for my credentials, informed me that a
stranger had attempted suicide in the banker's
private office.
"It's a very mysterious business," the c1erk
whispered in my ear. "The boss won't allow any
. one in there but yourself. He is gettil)g very impatient. You had better go right in."
.•
But I was not being driven ,forward m any
such fashion.
"'Tell me more about it," said I, "It is some
time since I m~t Mr. Barlow, and the last time
I saw him he was in poor health and expected ' to
die. He has pulled out of that trouole, it seems."
The clerk gave a sickly grin.
"He has pulled out altogether," he said. "You
a~ talkin~ about old man Barlow, who died over
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six months ago. I am 4'peaking of young Mr.
Joseph, his son, wbo is ,now the head of our
firm."
.
This was news to me.
I had known the elder Barlow for a number of
y~ars, and had been several times employed by
-hrm.
·
: Of the son I knew' nothing, except that he hail
been educated abroad and bore the reputation
· of being an able young man.
The clerk having announced me, I entered the
private office; the door of which had been locked
as I observed.
What I saw I shall now attempt to describe.
The office was a large one and fitted up in an
elaborate fashion, with handsome roll-top desk,
expensive lounge, costly pictures on the walls and
various knick-knacks ih the ,w ay of bric-a-brac
scattered about.
In fact, it looked more like a parlor than a
business office.
Of all this sort of thing I never approved, l;>ut
that is neither here nor there.
Stretched upon the floor, not far from the
desk, lay a handsome young fellow apparently
dead or dying.
·
•
He had evidently been shot in the head; the
wound, as I afterward discovered, was behind
the left ear.
· · .
The ball had not penetrated the skull, but had
plowed up a deep furrow, actually shattering
the bone, but in the end had glanced off and, I
may add, was never found.
A new silver-mounte d Smith & Wesson revolver lay upon the floor within reach of the young
man's hand.
·
.
Standing beside the desk was a tall, stylishlydressed gentleman of about twenty-two or so,
which also seemed _to be about · the age of the
young man upon the floor.
He eyed me keenly as I entered, a:rid requested
my te lock the door.
·
I could see that he was greatly agitated, for
his face was deathly pale, and, during the conversation which followed, he kept moistening hL;
lips >-with his tongue-alwa ys a ~gn · of great
mental disturbance.
I confess I could not see much resemblance in
his face ti o1d Mr. Ba:rlo,v, but that was hardly
to be expected, for the banker was a ma · weil
advanced in years at the time I knew him.
"You are Detective Doubleday?" the youngman demanded, when 1 had secured the door.
"I am," I replied.
"!• want you to take doV'{n my statement of
this affair and . attend to the removal of this
young man," he said, in a .haughty, dictorial
tone.
"I understand that you have done busines,,
with my father, which is the reason I sent fi.r
you. The sooner you get to work, the better, fo,
I have much important business to attend to this
morning, and I have been greatly annoyed by thh
unfortunate affair."
._
,. "You are Mr. Barlow?" I asked, and the following conve1,sation then took place:
"I am," he replied.
· "It seems to me that first of all we want a
doctor here."
"I have telephoned to the Astor House for a
doctor. He may be here at any minute."
"Very eoo~ •·
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"Do you wish to exlnine into this man's con- years, emerged from the old Madison Square
dition for yourself?"
'
Theatre, in the city of New York, and started
"Jt is not necessary. I am no doctor. It would to walk to his lodging-room on West Tenth
do no good. He is not dead?"
street, near Sixth avenue.
"No; he appears ,to be still breathing."
The ·play had been a long one, and it was
"You can make your ·statement, Mr. Barlow." now nearly midnight.
.
"Very well.
This youpg man called on me ·
$trolling down Fifth avenue, which below
this morning-it was about twenty tninutes ago Fourteenth street, at this hQur; is nearly de-for the third time. This is his second call ·at serted, young Weldon lit a cigar and, having
my office ana once he came to my house. He a matter on his mind which deeply concernedclaims to be a relative of my father's, and yet him, soon forget the play and became lost in ,
I never heard of him, and, moreover, my father thought.
_
expressly stated to me a short time before his
Thus he walked on until he reached Wash~ .
death that he had no living relative. Each time ington Square, where Jae~denly qoke to the '
I have offered to assist the fellow financially, as consciousness that he had
sed his 1!115rner.
,
he claimed to be starving; but he refused to. acAttracted by the br · 1ancy of the electric··
cept money and made wild claims to a share of lights in the S(JJiil.re, he sauntered in and sat
my father's fortune. · I consider him in~ne. down upon one i'if the benches, where he reWhen he sent in word that he wanted to see me mained lltill pondering for upwards of two full
this morning, I foolishly consented, thinking that hours.
- •
I might learn more about him. He began in the
The subject of his thoughts was the same ,
usual way to talk about my having wronged which liad caused young men to ponder since the·:.
him. I demanded particulars, which he had re- first young man fell ·in love.
r
fused to give at each previous visit. On those
Jack was in love.
·
·1
occasions he had claimed to be my father's nepThe object · of his affection was a young En.; :
hew, but to-day 'he boldly asserted that he was glish actress with• a German name--Mamie Klein
my father's grandson, which was nonsense, as -then performing a subordinate part at the i
my father did not marry till late in his 1ife, Madison Square Theatre.
1•
•
. and I am his only child. ·When it came to that,
Jack had spent many rapturous moments
I ordered him out of the office. His reply was watching her on the stage that evening-he had·
that he would go and never bother me again. been to the theatre every evening since the play. ;,
Then, before I could utter a word he drew a re- was put on the stage.
volver and shot himself, falling as y-ou see him
The history of Jack's attack of love-sickness
now. That, Mr. Doubleday, is all I know about may be briefly told, and as it has an importantthe matter. I request that this person be re- bearing on our story it may as well 'be told at·
moved from my premises. In case of his death, once.
I hold myself open for the fullest investigation , Young Weldon was then a clerk ,in the employ,
the police may desire to make. That is all I of Samuel Skinner, an old-fashioned private •
have to say/'
banker, who.se offices were located in an old buildI then ·searched the pockets of the young man, ing_ on Wall Street below William.
but could find not)iing upon his person to identify
Here, for three brief happy months, earlier in,
him.
the ye.ar, Mamie Klein had figured as a steno,, ,
·
Soon after the docter arrived and pronounced grapher-a new innovation in Banker Skinner's
his condition precarious, stating that lie was suf- office.
·
fering from concussion of the brain.
Jack's falling in love d~d from the first day
I ciflled a~ ambulance, and we took the young of ·the girl's appearance at the banker's.
fellow to the Chambers Street Hospital.
His affection, ·however, was not returned.
Nov. 13. Went to Chambers street to see the
Mamie merely laughed at his attentions, and
young fellow ll7ho sliot himself in B,a.t:low's of- held him at arm's length.
fice yesterday. Found that he had not returned
There was much that was mysterious about the'
to consciousness.
girl.
,
.
,
Nov. 14th. To Chambers street. Young man
Where she hved or who her people were Jack
recovered consciousness at midnight. Violently ha been utterly unabl~ to learn, although }ie
insane. Has been removed to Bel-levue.
had rereatedly attempted the shadowilifr act; .
Dec. 10th. Heard to-day that the young man the gir had always managed to give him the
who shot himself in Barlow's office has been re- slip.
moved to the insane asylum on Blackwell's
Once she told him that she had been educated
Island. Case hopeless.
-for the stage, and had been an actress in LonThese are the notes given me by Dave Double- don; thus it was no great surprise to Jack, now
jll.Y relating to the shooting.
long after her discharge by Banker Skinner,
·
After this date he appears to have dropped the who soon tired ;f having a woman in his private
matter.
office, to discover the object of. his affections in.
As for the rest1 I have embodied the remain- the company then playing at the Madison Square
ing notes in m story, which I will now pro- Theatre.
·
ceed to tell.
Of course, Jack had written Mamie; equally,
of COlJI'Be, his notes were accompanied by flowers ..,. •,
when delivered at the stage door.
CHAPTER II.
The flowers came back and the note with them.
It had been o~ned, and "across the margin
Jack Weldon's Adventure.
was written a brief declination: of the proposed
One cool evening in October, several years interview. •
✓
ag,o, Jack Weldon, a young man of some twenty
(To be continued) ,

•
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
I

TREES IN ILLINOIS
The lar.g est tree measured in Illinois is burr
oak in the Brownfield woods, Urbana. It is almoi,t
16 feet in girth and 104 feet in height. The tallest
tree . in the State is a cvpress in Massac County.
~ts height is 137 feet. The oldest tree measured
by the foresters was a tupelo gum, a ring count
of which showed its age to be 330 years. The
fastest-growing tree in the S.tate is .considered
the cottonwood, which grows abundantly in the
Mississippi bottoms of Southern Illinois. It wiU
produce sawlogs in seventeen years.

a

483- PROTESTAN'l'S , 7 JEWS, 37 CATHOLICS
•
IN CONGRESS
:
The Sixty-ninth Congress contains 483 Protestants, thirty-seven Roman Catholics, seven Jews
and three Mormons, according to a list printed
here by "The Fellowship Forum," givin_g_ the religious ancl fraternal affiliations of the House and
Senate membership.
r. The "religious summarr of. 'the Sixty-ninth
Congress" follows:
United States Senat-Protesta nts, 90; Roman
,
•
Catholics, 4; Mormons, 2.
_ ; House of Representatives --Protestants, 393;
oman Catholics, - 33; Jews, 7; Mormons, 1; no
•
data, 1.
Sixty-seven members of the Senate and 304
members of the House are· Masons. In the New
York House of Representatives delegation "The
Forum" lists twenty-eight Protestants, thirteen
Roman Catholics and two Jews.
CAMP -SITE LEASED FOR ONE DOLLAR
The sale of a large part of the wartime ~ite of
Camp Upton marks the passing .of one of the
largest individually owned parcels of land on
Long Island into the hands of"Edmund G. Burke,
Inc. It is announced that the Burke interests plan
to develop the tr~ct purchased at an outlay of
, around $20,000,000, to be devoted ·to hundreds of
mall homes, hotels il,nd theatres.
· The Camp Upton section was originally taken
o,-er by the Government as a training camp during the -World War, because of.its location, healthful surroundings and accessibility. They paid
Young & Metzger $1 for the lease of the property for the entire war .period. With the termination of the war, the Government retained a part
of -the property as a permanent military base,
devoted to an experimental military farming station.
The 6,000 acres included in the sale just announced by Joseph P. Day· were owned by Young
& Metzger, for. whom he acted in .the transaction
in .which it was sold to . Edmund G. Burke, Inc.

.,

day is a direct descendant of the man who established the business.
Most Chinese drug stores become famous on
account of some spE!cial preparation o'r compow1d
that can be had only from them; and the Tung
Jen T'ang is no exception.
The proprietor prepares special pills. They are
a~out t~e size of a wal{lut and some are coated
with white _wax.. One large pill is usually divided ,
by the patient .into 60 or 100 small pills and
'
taken as directed.
DEVIL'S POSTHOLE PUZZLF. TO ALL
GEOLOGISTS
The Devil's Posthole, in the Sierra Nevad~
Mountains in California, is one of the most notable examples of columnar basalt in this country
and belongs in the same class with the mor~
famous Giants' Causeway on the nort coast of
Ireland, and Fingal's Cave on the Island of Staffa
oft' the west coast of Scotland.
~eologists are not Quite clear as to what causes
thIS peculiar columnar structure in basaltic rock.
It is a fobn of jointing, but why the divisions in
the rock mass 1hould be so uniform and with
such a marked honeycomb-like effect in cross-section is somethin$l' of a conundrum. Basalt is only
one of many forms of lava, belongin$l' to the acidic
~roup, 1i. e., pos_sessin$l' a considerable degree of
•
iron or other mmerals in its composition.
The molten rock, after -being ejected from the
volcano or iss$g from a volcanic fissure, as ·
the case may be, cools slowly and gradually assumes. this v1;rtical prismatic structure. If the ·
mass is not disturbed by outside pressure before
the rock is thoroughly hardened, the columns remain vertical; but if such pressure occurs during
the prbcess of cooling, the columns will be bent
out of their erect position.
The appearance of the Devil's Posthole is just
a~ if some prehistoric Ji;iant had set here a pile
~f stone posts and had then spent some time sawmg up a lot of them into small blocks.
FINAL
S.\LE

"

Kint of Revol-Per1 .
.a.u au Improvements or
latest KUD8, $35 value; left
Wheeler, oalety hand ejector,
.._

~~':d No
~t'o~ii~~•Jgu;,~
Money. Pay on delivery $8.991>!1111

~~~faction or money back, Fed•rAI

-tBroodway, NewYorkDpt.E

ua

'"Moving Picture Stories"
A Weekly 1'1.agazin·e Devoted to Photoplays and Pla:,en

PRICE TEN CENTS PER COPY
MOST FAMOUS DRUG STORE IN CHINA
CENTURIES OLD.
Each number contains Three Stories of the Best Films
What is probably the oldest and certainly the on the Screen-Elegant Half-tone Scenes from theinPlaye
the
-Interesting Articles About Prominent People
n:ost famous drui.? store in China, is the Tung'Jen Films-D!)ings
of Actors and Actresses in the Studio and
T'ang, which dates from A. D. 1600. It is situated Lessons m Scenario Writing.
outside the Tartar wall that separates the north
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publtsher, Inc.
from the south section of the city of Peking, and
New York Cicy
ls still a flourishin.11: business. The proprietor to- 166 West 23d Street

I
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Realizing t he power of advertising, the store in---:=-- ------- -'----- ----- . serted a display advertisemen t in local
papers
- NEW YORK,
JANUARY

1, 1926

headed "Notiee! To the Burglars Who Robbed
Our Store." The notice said :
"You boys are not using
power of obTERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS . servation. (An unpardonable your
trait in any burglar). If you had read our advertisemen ts and
~
3lngle Coples..... . .............. Postage Free
!Scent, ·noticed our very low prices you could have saved
Uue Copy Three Months . .......
yourself the tr"oubl!! of 'breaking in' to get the
"
"
$1.00
U11e Copy Six Mouths....... . ..
"
"
2.00
things you wanted. We are glad to know, how-"' -{'
One Copy One Year ....... ·-. ...
4.00
ever, that you prefer OUR merchandise. Every ·
Canada, $4.50 ; Foreign, $5.00.
· HOW TO SEND MONEY-At our risk send P. 0. article in our store is absolutel y guaranteed by
Uoney Order, Check or R egistered Letter; remittances
!n any other way are at your risk. W~ accept Postage us-whether you buy it or steal it makes' no dif- '
, tamps the ·same as cash. When sendlnir silver wrap ference. If what you fellows took does -not give'
:he Coln in a separate piece ot paper to avoid cutting you good service, bring it back and we will
make ·
:he envelope. Write your name and address plainly.
it ii-ood-with the assistance of General Butler."
Address letters to
"P. S.-Spe_cial reception for. burglars calling
H:ARRY E. WOLFF, .{ Harry E. Woltf, Pres.
after our store · is closed. BriRJ!: your friends
Publisher, ,Inc.,
·
Charles E. Nylander, See.
along."
166 W. 23d St., .N. Y,
L. F. Wilzln, Treu.

ITEMS OF INTEREST

LAUGHS

"Liza, what fo'. yo' buy dat udder box of shoe ·
MINER "FIXED" FOR ' WINTER
George Stubbs, a miner, of Upper Lehigh, }'.a., ];>lackin'?" "Go on, nigga', dat ain't shoe blackin';with a wife and seven children, is not worried dat's my massage cream!':
about the strike: He has slaughtered three big
"How's your son getting on in college?" "Great.
porkers and has fifty cbickens, thirty-five bushels
t-f potatoes, one barrel of sauer krau_t, seven tons They put him in a~ a pinch hitter the other day,
and he. cleared the bases withI a three-bagger ."
'
of coal. and a barrel of homemade wme.
LUMINOUS NIGHT. STICKS FOR PARIS
•
TRAFFIC COP
Luminous night-sticks for Paris traft_ic policemen are going to 11:ive the taxi · drivers a ga_y
time after dark. Paris taxi drivers are so notoriously short-sighted that it is charged they somet mes cannot see as far as their own metres, and
now they have complained that even on the
bPightly-light ed boulevards they are unable to see
the gestures of the traffic controllers.
The white stick, so effective in ·day time, is .in-visible at night. The new lumino~s baton 1Vill be
as simple to use as a pocket flashlight and is const ructed on the same principle.

· "Pop!" "Yes, my son." When a man talks a
great deal what is he called?" "An orator, mr.
boy." "And when a woman talks a good dea,
what is she called?" ''A nuisance.Y
·
He--Dearest , you are the first woman I ever
kissed. She (cynically)- )'ou don't do it like an
amateur. .He (wrathfully) -Deceitful oner How
do you now the difference?
·

'
"What a wonderful age of invention it is!" said
Mrs. Peterson. "I see they are now making wire
cloth, and I'll have some this very week to put in-,
Johnny's every\fay trousers."
Te.acher-wh ich is the more delicate of the
senses? Pupil-The touch. Teacher-Pro ve it.
Pupil-When you sit on a tack you can't hear it,·
you can't see it, you can't smell it, but it's there.

LEOPARDS FOE OF GORILLAS
Benjamin Burbridge, an American, with his
party of hunt~s and a cinematograp her, has
reached Dar-es-Salaa m from the Cong_o, says a
despatch from Nairobi, A:fri<;;a, to ~he Tiµi~s.
Tr.ey have with them two gorillas, which .are µitended for the Antwerp and New York zoos. Four
had been captured, but two died from dysentery.
Discussing the belief that the extinction of
gorillas is being accomplished by wanton killing,
Mr. Burbridge expressed the view that the activities of white .anti native hunters have little effect. He believes that the most dangerous enemy
of the gor1lla is the leopard, which often hangs
on the skirts of a troop, killing the young. He
related authentic instances of the s~rangling of
leopards by -gorillas.
·

Mollie--This paper says it- has been found that
the French language is more suitable for u se when
telephoning than the English since London and
Paris were linked by telephone. Dollie-,-Why,
that's ridiculous ! I had a Frenchman telephone
me one day, and I couldn't understand a word he
said.

BURGLARS INVITED TO RETURN GOODS
"IF NOT SATISFACT ORY"
A Philadelphia store that was robbed invited
the burglars to brin11: back the goods they took if
not found satisfactory, the Associated Press reports• .

"I sup_pose ft is hardly necessary for me to tell
you, sir, that I am in love with your daughter/'
said the trembling suitor. "Not at all, young
man," replied her father. "And, furthermore, I've
seen enough idotic symptoms in the past month to
convince me that you'l' P,assion is reciprocated. "

. Johnny (to newvisito1i) -So you are my grandma, are you? Grandmother_ :_Yes, Johnny I I'm
your grandma on your father's side. JohnnyWell, you're on the wrong side; you'll find that
out!
•
·

•
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BRI~ISH WOMEN FLY • TO PARIS TO SHOP
COUNTERFEIT $5 · NOTE OUT
With the approach of the holidays, and their atA countetfeit $5 Federal reserve note is · de- tenqant shopping season and with society active
scribed in a new circular- of the . Treasury De• in both Paris and London, there has been a large
partment. The note is of the New Yo·rk re- increase in the number of London women who fly
,serve bank. The general appearance of the note is to Paris one day and return by the same route
•off color, with a greenish tint which seems re- the next.
flected from the back. T-he portrait of Lincoln is · In England, and also on the Continent, an • •
dull and the seal is po6rly executed in purple American woman, Mrs. Hart O. Berg,, who made
tone. The figures of the serial number are not a s~ort flight with Wilbur Wright in 1908 and
careful copies of the ienuine. The serial number achieved fame as the first woman to tide in an
is preceded· by the letter "D," whereas in ' the airplane, is still regarded the pioneer aerial travgenuine the letter "B" appears, this being the eler, although women who use the airways are
letter of the New;:-York bank.
nume,.ous, making up more than 50 per cent. of
the passengers on the main European air routes.
• Many actresses and singers use . the air route
ENDS LIFE AT RADIO 'SET
between Paris .and London to fill engagments,
which
set
radio
a
Virtually destitute, except for
among them Miss Gladys Coopei;-, ?,{iss Margaret
she refused · to sell, Fr.au Augusta linauss, of ~annerman, Mme. Frieda Hempel and Miss Phylsuicide
Berlin, eighty-year-old wid6w, committed
lis. Monkmll!l· Amon,r the women, who have. been
by inhaling - illuminating gas while listening to u~mg. the ai:plane se!Vice to do Christmas shopwas
the broadcasting of the opera "Aida." She
pmg- m Pans are Prmcess Bibesco, Lady Leyerfound dead in a chair before the receiving .set, hulme, Lady Bonhtm-Carter, Lady Sholto Dougthe ear phones clamped over her head.
las and Lady Muriel Paget.
ln a ,farewell note, she said that he had sold
mo'§t of the furnishings of what used to be a
SNAKE SWIMS WELL
well-appointed home in order · to buy food. She
~any sailors have been bitten by sea snakes
sajd sM could not bear the thought of sellinlt' her while th~y were swimming ·in tropical seas, but
radio and had decided to turn . on the gas jets no ~ention seems to have been made as to the
while listen.i ng to her favorite opera.
J>Osit_iop of the. snake, ,whether under water or
n?t, m an;v published acc.o unt. The sea snakes are_
h~ghh,: poisono'!s and f~d upon fishes which they
kill with the aid of their peison fangs.
THE BELL OF llEMEMBRANC E
lnas~uch as these . ~akes capture fishes under
In the · ancient castle of Roverto near Trent,
be theoretically .possible for one
which is being used as an Italian war museum, a water .1t would
a human being while being subt huge bell has "been hung in memory of the war of them to strike
species of this · family, Disteria
dead. The bell is one of the largest in Europe, merged. A single
fresh water Lake
coming next after those in Moscow, Cologne and seinperi, lives in theoflandlocked
Luzon in the Philippines
Vienna, weighs five and a half tons and is beauti- Taal on. th~ islandspecies
of these sea snakes a~
fully carved with a procession of warriors and but all the other
tropical seas apd their range extends
• other· figures ma'rchi g round its circle. It is to confined to
Gulf to Central America
, .be rung every evening for one minute after the from the ' Persian
I!l North America the cotton-mouth water:moc..,._ Angelus, and on great anniversarie& of the war
when disturbed. Fishes
for five minutes. The Government has set aside casm :retreats t9 water portion
food. The 1
special dates which commemorate · the dead of compn~e a considerable to useofitsitsfangs
while
Italy, France, England, America, Belgium and, snake is thus accustomed
a person if stepped
Czecho-Slovakia. As a final touch of mQdernit"y submerged and might strike
'l'.he;e are . venomous snakes that are highly
radio apparatus is to transmit the tones tQ all the on.
aquatic m habit.
world that cares to listen.
Numerous non-venomous snakes, such as our
~ommon water snake, spend· much of their time
'in water and capture fish .for food and hence
FLAME IN WATER
are capable of biting under water. No bad · col)··
by
invented
flame
Submerged in water, an oil
~equenc~s woulq follow except from blood poisotr.
for
burn
will
a Belgian scientist, Oscar Brunler,
which, as is wm! known, may ensue from
mg
so
and
weeks without going out, it is claimed
of any sort. Various land snakes are good
wo~nds
boiler.
avoid•most of the heat loss of an ordina;.y
but seem to be insufficiently adapted
swimmers,
A . device similar to a carbureter, says Popular to aquatic life to bite when under water.
mixed
i::'cieJ1Ce Monthly, blows a spray of crude oil
with air into the burner wider pressure. Water 1s
4or6'! ,
kept out of the burner until the flame is well
Barrel
started, then allowed to rise around the flame and
6-Sbot Finest
Ranae kftOlver
Lona
cover it.
Thia run .. tree·• u :rou
• _In all boilers loss of h~at is avoided by bring~\~~ g~ f~~C:a~lt: 22
lll"Jt the fl~me of t.h.e fuel mto the closest possible
blue or nlokel-32, 38-or
contact with the water. The Belgian inventor is
caltber. Powertul,accurate. hard
llittlng. Mone:r bacltguarantee.
aa:id.to have obtaine~ almost perfect efficiency by
Pay OD del!Vel'J' _'6.65. Federal Mall Onhrl
61' Broadway, New York, Dept. Xll8
putting the flame directly in the water.
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GOOD READING .
cals newest shrine. The $12,600 appropriated by
Congress is being used to improve the highway
_tation to the many already existing. This combina- and, wharf at the landing there by United States
ti9n airplane-autbbus-sled is used to carry pas- engineers. The idea of erecting a duplicate -of the
sengers b~tween Helsingfors, capital of Finland, old house, however, originated with the Wakefield
to Sveaborg. It is driven by an airplane propeller, Association, of which Charles Moore, of the Fln_e
• • and the use of skis enables it to travel wit_h spee.d Arts Commission, is president, and will be car~
ried out independently of the work being done by
over the snow and ice.
.
1
the Government.
The house was destroyed' be:ft>re the Revolution,
but upon its site George Washington Parke Custis
WIND POWER MACHINE
Major Bilay, a German officer, has invented an placed a slab of freestone in June, 1815, with the
aerodynamo, a wind power machine built in ac- simple inscription: "Here the 11th -of February,
cordance with the latest aerodynamic ad~ nces. 1732, George Washington was born. " This stone
In t'be drop shaped wind head there is a current in course · of ·J;ime crumbled from the effects ef
generator which can supply current for any re- th_e elements, and in 1896, thro.ugli money approquired use . • The . span of the four blade propeller priated by Congress, a monument was•erected in
·
•
is 9 metres and there is a reaction to even the its place: .,
slightest wind. The whole plant is portable ·and
Doubt is expressed, however,.whether the· moncan be erected in six hours, this fact making it of ument actually marks the site. Mr. Moore exgreat use for agriculture.
pressed the belief that the monument really
stands on the site of an outbuilding some distance
from the Washington home· so, in order to estab~
'
lish that site. beyond all question, permission has
LOWER CALIFORNIA
• No part of the State of California is governed been asked of Maj. James O'Connor, the United
by Mexico. The lopg peninsula of Lower Cali- States- engineer in charge of the Wakefield refornia, . also known as "Old California," is a ter- · servation and the National momiment on it, to
ritory of the Republic of Mexico. It is separated make surveys and the necessary excavations to
from· the rest of the land by th~ Gulf of California locate the foundations of the original homestead,
,
and the Colorado River. · It is 750 miles long by if p0ssible.
Such procedure -probably will require the sanc30 to 150 miles broad. Its area is a little more
tlian a third that of the State of California. Its tion of the Secretary of War before it can be uncapital, La Paz, on the extreme south of the gulf dertaken, and it is said at the War Department
side, has a population of about 5,000. Tl1e coatts · that the ·proposed memorial building can not be
of Lower Califgrnia were explored by orders of erected on the reservation without specific auCortez, the conqueror of Mexico, in 1539. Th!! thority from, Congress.
Study h:as revealed that · John Washington,
first permanent settlements, dating from 1697,
were ·made by the Jesuits, who were active in "great-grandfather of George · Washington, •built
- two homes there. One is believed to have stood
•
mission work among •the Indian's.
·
on a little knoll overlookinJ? the Potomac.
Here John Washington, who was a Colonel and
LAKE
ARTIFICIAL
LARGEST
WORLD'S
member of the House of Burgesses, lived for some
What will be the largest. artificial lake in the years until his first wife died. Shortly afterward
world is being built in a remote section of Ala- he married Ann, daughter of Thomas Pope, who
bama to assure a constant flow of water for driv- gave name to Popes Creek.
ing three large electric generators, says Popular
• The §econd house was this one at Popes Creek,
Science Monthly. These will feed power into the where John's children grew up. In the years that
electrical transmission system of the State.
followed th"e _place came into the hands of his
With the exception of those at Niagara Falls, son Augustine.
'
.
.
the three 45,000 horse power water-wheel-driven
Augustine first married Jane Butler, by whom
generators will be theJarges.t in the United States. he had three sons and a daughter. His second
The artificial lake will have a shore line 700 miles wife was Mary Ball, to whom he was married in
long and will cover 40,000 ag_xes of farm an.d 1730. By her . he had six children, of whom the
forest land. Agricultural e~erts believe that the • first-born was George.
construction of the huge lake will make a vast
According to the old-st yle calendars, a s given
section of the country to the south of the lake on the Custis marker shown above, George Wash:frost-proof and adva:1-tageous for fruit gr owing. ington was born Feb. 11, 1732; but with the correction of the ' calendar on the 2d of September,
1752, 11 days were added so that his birthday
A ~:.~W AMERICAN SHRINE
·
automatically was advanced to Feb. 22.
Wakefield was, cfuring the Revolution, known
Much intere!h ts just now being manifested in
the prop()sition t, erect a replica of the house in ._is "The Athens of America" because of .the great
which George Washington was bom on its original ncmber of distinguished men that ·it gave to ttie
site at the old Wakefield estate, about half a mile country. Congres1;, in 1881 appropriated money to
from the junction ·,of Popes Creek with the Pot~ erect a 'monument to mark the birthplace o:f
George Washington. The monument was co•
amac, in Westmoreland County, Va.
:
Work has already been started c:>h this, Ameri- pleted in 1896 and it still stands. '
AIR-DRIVEN ICE BUS

•

·Finland has added one more means o;f transpor-
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BRIEF -BUT ,POINTED
.AMERICA BURIES MILLIONS IN GEMS WITH
. ITS DEAD
.
The practice of bn«-ying- jewelry with th¥ody
of a relative Ollt friend is an expression of senti, ment that morticians <do not seek to discourage,
;...explained Fred W. Patterson, President of the
National Selected Morticians. While most of the
• jewelry buried with bodies is inexpensive, -averaging about $10 a trinket in each case, Mr. Pat- •
tersoD estimated that the 2,000,000 Americans
who die annually carrv approximately $20,000,000 worth 0£ jewelry to the grave with them.
STARTS 7-MFhE TUNNEL
· Ralph ·Budd, President of the Great Northern
Railway, announced the s~arting- of work on a
tunnel thr-0ug-h the Cascade Mo'untains in Washir.gton from Berne in Chelan County to Scandia
in King County.
The tunnel, which will be seven and three.,
quarters miles long- and cost $8,000,000, will replace seventeen miles of difficult track. Officials
of the road estimate that when it is completed
in 1928 an annual saving- in operatin_g,, costs of
$500,000 will be effected.

-

.
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LIFE ON "'4,000,000-ACRE RANCH ·
Mrs. Richard Wiw,sh, who returned to New York
recentlv after livin,z ·· on a 4,000,000-acre cattle
ranch ·in Rhwle$ia; told -of her experience the
other day , at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wil,
liam J. Tingue.
She said that during- a year sevent, -threo,lions, thirty-three leopards, forty-three wild dogs
and thirty-one crodicles were killed on the ranch.
There was no servant problem in Rhodesia, so
mind the snakes, tarantulas; ants ,,she didn't
.
scorpions.
The Kaffir boy servants, she said, are paid from
$1 .t o $15 a month and have only one fault-...,.a fondne~s for freshly killed raw meat.
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A NEW HOLLYWOOD .F OR ENGLAND
PLANNED
·
From the Guardian (Manchester) one leirrns
,
that:
"An i.nteresting- new commercial enterprise for
penetrating, the world .market with British films
is announced. A company called 'British National
Pictures, Lim.tied," has been formed to establish
lar,ze studios near London and to produce pictures
with an entire! British personnel. An important
feature -of the · scheme. is that the company has
secured as its "managing director Mr:-J. D. Williams, who has been one of the leading .men• in
the American film industry-he is, by the way,
an Englishman- by birth-and there are expectations that he will be able to obtain a worfd circulation for · British films-namely to get them
exhibited in the United States .
. "It· is proposed (as was explained at a luncheon
held in the &tel- Metropole) to build on a site
of, some forty acres , near London a bil? central
atudip which will contain in itself everythin1r necessary for--film 1>roduction. It will contain eight
atucµos, with a projectiol! _theatre, a laboratory,

offices for castin1t and literary work, and bunga·
lows for ·the use of the stars.
• "The chief sqbject of discussion was .the means
that are to be taken to obtain an entry into the •
enormous American market which is· said to represent about 60 per cent. of the- market of the
worfd. On this point Mr. Williams· said.. that there
are in America about 14,000 exhibitors who are
free to take British films. In his opinion, American film-goers are anxious to see British films if
they can be produced of sufficiently good quality
to compete with the Amercan :variety. American
people, he says, want to see English films ·because
they _are foreij?Il and different."
'!DRY ICE."
·Science has perfected a new. way to keep ic~
cream frozen in its original state for hours _at a
time without the use of ice, according to PopulM
Science· Monthly. It is now possible to send a
pint of ice cream from New York City to Chicago
by air mail, an<l when the package is opened the
found frozen hard, Just as it
ice cream will
came from the freezer many hours before I
The wonderful m~terial that makes this re:m.arkab e fea_t possible is called "dry ice." It
cannot melt. It is perfectly dry to the touch, arid
yet'"it is so cold that it will make a thermometer
go ·down to 110 . degrees below zero.
You nave noticed the sm'all bubbles that form
and. rise to the surface in a soda-pop bottle when
you pry off the. cap. This new ice 1s made out f
the same gas that forms theie bubbles.. In other
words, it is carbon dioxide gas,. cooled down and
compressed until it finally forms a solid, frozen
mass.
· Solidified carbon dioxide has been produced on
a laboratory scale several times, but this is 1ibe
. first application of this queer ireezi.J,g agent to
the preserv:ation of .ice--cream. Its use is the result of a long search by a New York ice-cream
manufacturer for a method of packing his product
in ,small packages so that 'customers can take it
home and keep it in perfect condition for hours
afterward.
- Although the temperature of dry ice is col9-er
than. the North Pole in wintertime, · it may be
handled with the bare hands, provided the skin
of the fingers is not allowed to touch the solid
lumps for more than. a second or two at a time.
In the ice-cream plant, lumps of dry ice are sent
j;o the packing room, where a workman places a
Q'lindrical piece in a larg- carton, which also
holds a smaller container filled with ice cream.
The outside container, as well as the one that
holds the ice Cream, is made of paraffined cardboard and is itself a fair heat insulator, so that
the warmth from the ouliside air penetrates slowly.
Jnstead of healing and melting the ice cream, the
air w1irms the surface of the block of froten carbon ;dioxide and gradually converts the latter back
•
· .
into a gas again. ·
The gas then passes away through a small hole
in the outer container, and when it is all evapor•
a.ted, no trace remains to show that there ever waa
anything in the largeJ" container except the pack,~
_
.
age of ic!! cream.
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DEER HALTS
AT CRY OF
"STOP"

Write to Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 530 JJ.rp_afl}w__ay, New York City, or 29
East Madison Street, Chicago, for particulars about advertisinirin t¥is magazine.

Every one who
owns a dog or a
horse or is a lover
' PRET TY GIRLIE, wealth-;r but oh so loneAGENTS WANTED
of these animals
~ some.- Le.ague, ,Box 39, Oxford, Fla.
1
Ill! YOU WANT '9G A WEEK, a permanent ,
believes they unbusiness, an honest company, and an, Jllssex
MARRIAG·ii:•• ~ER-"'-20th yea·r. Big is§ue derstand a good
coach, without a cent of expense, write now.
with iJesc.l'lpfi!>rrs,, photos, names and adwor ds •
I need 100 men and women quick ~o take
dresses, 25 cents. , No other- fee. Sent sealed. m'any
orders for J'ennlngs hosiery. Don't delay.
Box 2265, .,R. Boston, ,Mass.
thooryis < :
new
The
Frank
The
details.
for
Send postcard now
that deer, underB. J'ennings Co., Dept. L-224, Dayton, Ohio.
1\fARR:Y-Free photographs, - directory and stand the word
descriptions -· of wealthy . members. Pay
f"GENTS, 14 HOSIERY STYLES. GoarNew . Plan · Co., Dept 36, "stop." But when
when 'mm:ried.
. -anteed. Best cbmlJliSslon, 28 colors. We de·
it comes to a
•
'Ci!Y, . Mo.
}f1rnsas
llver. Samples furnisheq. S. Q. S., Lexington,
deer, which has
.
Kentucky.
,
·
BETTY GIRLIE, wealthy, but 6h so lone- spent his life in
, some. Leagu_e, B(!;,t 38, ·qxf_o rd, Fla.
$16Cl TO $t00.00 WEEKLY selllng Start Rite
_ _ _ _ ___,_ _ _ __:__:__ _ _ _ _ I the wild, it seems
Switch for Fords. To start car just retard
spark lever; saves bendix and starter trouMARR y -1\IABRIAOE DIRECTORY with fairly improbable.
ble; secure demonstattor; write today . "for
photos and .,descriptions free. Pay when Nevertheless, this
olan and ploof of $1,810.00 monthlf profit.
married. The Exchange, Dept. 546, Kansas
,theory has ·been
Dept. 115,_ National Sales Co., Inc., Com, Iowa.
City, Mo.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~1advanced by ChipAGENTS: NO COMPETITION selllng ~pecMARRY-Write for big new directory with pewa Indians, ancrtacles, guaranteed to satisfy, only $3,98.
photos and descriptions. Free. National if any one should
Pay daily. We deliver collect. • Nearly everyDept. A. 4606. Station El., Kansas
hody buys. $10.00 - $25.00 daily, easy. True · Agency.
speak with aµMo.
City,
Flt Optical Co., CW117, 1528 W. Adams St.,
thority on t h e
Chicago, Ill.
GET A SWEETHEART.-Exchange letters. subject, it is the
AGENTS: WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES,
ne':~f!~n~6hficlosing s?an'lp. Violet Ray. men of their race.
Sell Madison "Better-Made shirtii f9l- large
Some nature
Manufacturer, direct to wearer. No capital,
or experience required. Many earn $100 weekMARRY-Lonely Hearts, join our club, we lovers, a short
· "ted
ly and bonus. Madison Mfgrs., 503 :8roadway,
have a companion for you, many worth t·
,
from $5,000 to $50,000.• Descriptions photos, ime ago, VlSI
.
New York.
introductions free. Send no money. Standard aft e r sunset a
NEW CAMERA takes and finishes photos in
~ild Adirondack
Co10t Club, Gravslllke, Ill.
one minute. Make money selllng cameras,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , 1 lake to watch for
or taking photos. ExcJui.ive territory. Crown
coming down
deer
lone80
oh
PRETTY GIRLIE, wealthy, but
• •
Co., Dept. 967, Norwalk, Conn.
some. League, Box 39, Oxford, Fla.
for .water. With
Stamped the ex-ception of
SWEETHEARTS for everybody.
HELP WANTED
envelopes- for proposal. The Llly Club, one member of
DETECTIVES needed everywhere. Big pay
Ohio.
Clevelllmd,
H.
Station
the party, a
experience unnecessary, easily learned, l 7
to 45, write Earl Wilcox, 1407 Lafayette Ave.,
CHARMING :YOUNG WIDOW worth $.'lS - woman, they took
SE, Grand Rapids, Mich.
000.06, lonely, wlll marry. (Eva) B-1022, up positions in a
Wichita, Kansas. _
DETECTIVES NEEDED EVERYWHERE.
cove where the
Work home or travel~perience unnecesguides had told
sary. Write George R. wagner, former Govt.
them deer were
SO~GWRITERS
Detective, 1968 Broadwa>y, N. Y.
SEND TODAY for free copy Writer's Digest; always seen. The
tells how to write and sell short stories, remaining memPERSONAL
photoplays, poems, songs. Writer's Digest, ber sta,,.•d on a
CHARMI_N G LADY worth $50 000 lonely,
""'
G-22, E. 12th Street, Cincinnati.
wm marry, -Elnore, B-1022, Wlchlta, Kan.
--r------------ ---- point on the other
a hill
of
side
· MISCELLANEOUS ARE YOU LONESOME? Write Betty ·Lee,
friends.
her
from
Inc., Box 820 City Hall Station, New York
FOR A ODIE {coin) I will tell the day of the
du s k,
City. Stamp appreciated.
• week for any date for the last 400 years. Toward
through the thick
G. E. Hayes, Box 157, Newberry, S. C.
for
sweetheart
a
have
LONELY HEARTS-I·
woods across the
you. Exchang4l lettefs; make new friends.
TOBACCO OR SNUFF HABIT OURED OR lake from
Efficient, · confidentiar and dignified service.
the
no pay. $150 if cured. Remed_y_ sent on
Members ever_31wher!l. Eva Moo-re, Box 908,
tr1al. Superba Co., N4, Baltimore, Maryland. point, a b u ck
.
Jacksonville, Florida.
came down to
drink.. Immediately t h e
woman whistled
a n•d, · after regarding her for
some time, the
Throw your voice, Into a
b u c k replied.
trunk, Into a bag, down
Finally he grew
cellar or anywhere.
Barrels of fun fooling
friendly and for . •
the teacher, policeman
about · ~ t y _,,
or frieod1. Our
Handeqine, .clear toned1 large sized · Violln
the
minut~s
.. MYSTlCO"
with pegs, 1lnger _.:ra, tau piece, full aet
• little lostrument
-#hMBtles were exlltrings, bow, box resin and self-instruction
whlcb.4ta Into me-~ out of sight al\d un.een
changed, until the
book. Send us yonr na~ and address and
enablei you to do the above. NEVER FAILS any
OIVE AWAY FREE 28 ~ne Art Plctares
return of -t he
one can uM It. Aho full inatrucdoraln the art.
with 28 pkgs. B)ulne which you sell at 10
others frightened
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Auto mob ile EX.perts in· Dem and
·THE

Study with the same school that helped ·t o train
many , leading men in the automobile industry

best proof of the value of the ht mestudy courses of the International CorrespondJ:nce Schools is the success of I. C. S.
students. This success is especially apparent
in the automobile industry.
Jesse G .. Vincent, Vice-President of the
Packard Motor Car Co., is a former I. C. S.
student. So is Walter P. Chrysler, President
of the <:hrysler Motor Corporation,; E. V.
("Eddie") Rickenbacker, Vice-President of
the Rickenbacker Motor ,Car Co.; J. V. Whitbeck, President of the Cleveland Automobile
Co.; Hiram Walker, Chief Engineer of the
Chandler ·Motor Car Co., and John Moore,
designer of the famous Ansted Motor.
Here is what Jesse G. Vincent, Vice-President of the Packard Motor Car Co., says
about the I. C. S.-

•

the International Correspondence Schools. In
just an hour a day ,you can prepare yourself to
get a better position and a larger salary.
At least find out how by marking and .mailing llhe coupon printed below. It doesn't cost
you' a penny or obligate you in any way to a~k:
for f.ull particulars, but that one simple little
act may make a 'fire.at. difference in your life . .
Write for Free Booklet
1ffU:RNt.TIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box 4492 .. 0, Scranhn. Penna.
Oufed and larqed corre,pon4mce ,o1'ool, ln tile eoorl4
Without cost or obll&ation on my Dart. tell me how I ean
qualify Cor tho oosltlon or In · the subJect befo,e which I ha"

,
marked an X :
D Com,lete Automobile Course
Automollile EleetrJe Equipment

Gas E•alne Operatln1
BComplete
Gu Ea1lne •

•

Course

I

Electric Ltghtln~
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Raflroad P ositions
Civil Enginee r

,,

"I take great pleasure in recommending your
correspondenc e courses to any young man who has
no't had th,e advantage of a college education, but
who is ambitious and anxious to get the necessary
education to enable h1m to make the most . of his
opportunities.
"I took up your course at a time when I was working at the bench as· a tool-maker, and am glad ·to
,tate that this course enat?led me to obtain the education that was absolutely necessary in order tha_t
I ~ight be in-position to take advantage of opportunities of advancement as they presented them· selves. My natural mechanical instincts, coupled
with hard work and y-0ur course, have brought
. •
results of which I am very proud."

t:~fi~~~a nd:tw.i3o~~ln«
D Radio
Steam Englneerln1

•

Contractor and Builder
~ rchltectural D raftsmanoncrete Builder
Structural Engineer
BChemlatry D Pharmacy

~~~~ru~e"! ~(i8~oultr,

Bttathematica

•

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
&leamanshtp
•
Advertial.ng
Better Letters
P: ~~~ii?;::i::~~tlo n
Show Card Lettering
Stenography and Typlnir
Business Law
·n uainess English
Civil Service
Ranwa, Mall Clerk
:~:~1!:'g1n~Accou nt1nlf
~ Common School SubJect1
Ptl'vate Secretary
H!gh School Sublecta
1Uu1trattna •
,
D French
Spanish

lnti~:ia.r~~~!:~:i~!i't

~

~

•
•B Architect
Architecta• Blueprints

Electrlcal Eni:-ineerlll&'

B
B

!~!!~r.:i:l.:ii~.k".f/t.eA.)

B

·

r:r~:i···············..............................• .............................,..........,:--Address ................................. - ••••• ~ ............................ •········.......... _
0111 ..................... ,

.............................. ........ state .......................... _

Truly, there is no better way for any man OccupaJ1on............ ..............., .........,................ .-:-........ ~ ........ .... .......... _
11
rov0 ;::;!;.~;~!"'1r~i.:~.~;;1::T~!.:~•J;:.t;;:,_.
get ahead than to study in spare time with
The Internation al Correspon dence Schools ar~ the oldest· and

largest correspond ence schools in the world
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PUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
U~fu), Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.
No. 26.

HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT-

WILD WEST WEEKLY •
. UTEST l88tJES
1161 Young Wlid West Defending a Ranch; or, Besieged
by Cattle Rustlers.
1162 " and the Miner 's Trap; or, Arletta's Great Shot.
at Ace High ';1!'alr; or, Tlte Llvellest Time on
1163 "
Record.
1164 " Risky Ride: or. Arletta and the Guieb Gani!' .
11611 " Buckskin Band: or, The Sherllf's BIi!' Mtstake.
1167 " end "Cowboy ,T"Rck": or, Spolllni:: a Ranch Ral.t
•
1168 " O]1ly Chance: or. Arletta's Quick Throw
1169 " Dl'RperRtE' Charire: or, The Shot That BJat the
·
• Redskins.
1170 ' .11..t Gild Dust Flat: or, Arletta and t)le Secre~
-,,,
.. 9'Band.
1171
In Danger; or, .H elplng the Trapped Cavalry.
mPn
.,
1172
and tbe Dutcbman'.s Clalm · or Arletta De•
'
'
fPntllne, HI'~ T,lfe.
1173 " Taming th" Cowpunchers; or, The Hard Crowd

.£'.'ully illustrated. Full instructions are given In this
little book, together with instructions on swimming and
• .
riding, compitnlon sports to boat'ing.
.,.. No. 28.-HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Every one ls
desirous of kn owing what his future life wm bring
to,rt!l., whether ha ppiness or misery, wealth or poverty.
Yo can tell by a glance at this little book. Buy one
be convinced.
aNo. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOB,.-Every
boy should know how inventions originated. This book
E>xplains them all, giving examples in electricity, by•
draulics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics.
t
1m " Ai;~d~~ol{T'·etu.~t':inr~!;,: or, Arletta and
~~~n~ e~c~ ~bll~g:lf \~e r.:~r~i~nsS
b:Ot1
for cooking meats, fish , game and oysters; also pies,
11'111 " Calllng the Two Gun Man; or,· Savin&' a Sher•
puddi ngs, cakes and all kinds of pastry, and a grand
,
ut'a Life.
"
.collection of r ecipes.
1176 . " and the Roy Ranr.hero; or, Helping a TenderNo. ss.-HOW TO BEHAVE.-Contalnlng the rule•
foot to Succe~s.
and etiquette of good society and the easiest and most
llTT " and "Ginger .Jake" : or The Boss ot Gimlet
a pproved methods of appearing to good advantage at
. Gul<'h. ...._ .
..
parties, balls, the theatre, church, and In the drawing1178
and the l'hoctaw Chief; or, Arletta Defying
"
room.
the Redskins.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and
1179 " · Defying 11.n Ambush; or, Arletta Leading the
useful- llttle book containing the rules and regulations
Cavalry.
of billiards, bagatelle, back-gammon, croquet, dominoes,
aved Ry a Sign al; or, Arletta and the Vanish1180 "
et c. ·
in,: Light.
ll8l "
No. 86. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDBqJIS.-Contaln1?,o ur~leRSitnuchhff.le: or, The Celebration at Bucll:ing all the le,ading conundrums of the day, amusing rid•
0
"
.,., _
dles, curious catches and witty sayings.
11
Cnpturlng a Chief; or, · Arletta As a Ca'valrJ'
.....,,_
Ne. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TBAP8.-IncludScout.
i ng hints on how to catch moles, weasels, ott.er, rats,
equlrrels and birds. Also how to cure skins. Coploosly 1183 " and the Lone Cabin; or, The Raiders of the
Gorge.
·
!1lustrated.
No. u. THE BOYS OF NEW TORK END MEN'S 1184 " Trapped In a Canyon· or A.rletta's Swln&" Fof
,
'
'
., Life.
,JOKE BOOK.~Contalnlng a great variety of the latest
At A Redskin Pow-Wow; or, Doomed To Die
118:I
jokes used by the most . famous end men. No amateur
At The Stake
minstrels ls complete without this wonderful llttle book.
No. U. THE BOYS OF NEW YOBK S'rt!HP• 1186 " a n.'1._,.te.he Doomed Mine; o;-, Arletta'e Life at
8 .,.....
SPB&XB&..:...Contalnlng a varied assortment of stump
1187 " ~cln,: For a Ranch: or, Spitfire On His Mettle.
,weecbes. Negro, Dutch and Irish, Also end men's jokes.
rked By Mexicans; or, Arletta and the Senor
.rust the thing for home amusement and amateur shows. 1188 ::
1189
aGnudlchth_ e "Sliver Kid," or, The D'-J)dy ot the
No. U. THE BOYS OF JiEW YOBK lllINSTBEL
GUIDE AND JOIE BOOK.-Bomethlng new and very
instructive. Every boy should obtain this book, as It \190 " and the Yellow Bull: or. Arletta•e Daring Es •
....
,..
' ca~e.
contains full instructlone for organizing an amateur
1191 " Surrounded .By Death; or, The Seven Sticks of
minstrel troupe.
Dynamite.
No. 46. HOW TO HAKE AND USE J!!t.EOTIUCITY.
1192 " Staking R Claim; or, Arletta On Guard
-A description of the wonderful uses ot electricity and
1193 " Greaser Chase: or. The Outlaws of the Border
electNt magnetism; together with full Instructions for
m•king Electric Toys! Batteries, etc. Rv George Trehel, • 1194 " SHwlnging a Lariat; or, Arletta and the WIid
orsea.
A. M:., M . D . Contain ng over fifty lllusfratlons.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CAN(}ES.-A' 1195 " Boomlnll'. a Camp_,; or, The Shot that Opened a
Gold Mme.
hand1 book tor boys, containing full directions for constructing canoe, and the most popular manner of salllng 1196 " Rnd the "Busted" Mining Camp ; or Ar'letta
as Rn Auction eer .
t hem . Fully urustrated.
U9T " Ousting the Outlaws: or The Clean Up• At
No. <l9. Hf>W TO DEBATE.-Glvlng rules for con•
,
'
Fancy Flat.
ducting debates, outlines for debates, questions for dis•
cussion and the best sources for procuring Information 1198 " and the Trt>asure of the Lake. or Hop Wah'•
'
'
Magic Trick.
·
•
on the question given.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.- 1199 " Bossing A Cattle Ranch; or, Arletta Cornered
By Rustlers.
A va luable book, giving Instructions In collecting, pre1200 " Trapping the R,e dsklns; or, The Last )!aid of
paring, mounting and preserving birds, animals and In•
.
,
Crazy Horse.
.
sects
Ari tta• D
1201 " and the Cave Gang•
No. 5J.. HOW "TO :00 TRICKS WITH CARDS.- Conesperate
s
e
' or,
•
Shot.
talning explanations of the general principles of sleight•
of-hnnd applicable to card tricks; or card tricks with 1202 " L t I th R
ockles: or, The Luck a Grizzly
B~~ug::t. e
ordinary cards, and pot requiring sleight-of-hand; of
t ricks Involving slel~lit-ot-ha nd , or th e use of specially 1203 " Elected ft; Chief; or, Arletta and the Papoose.
Jack": or, The Bluff That
"Stinger
and
"
1204
prepa red cards. Illustrated.
Wouldn't Work.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and
·Landy little book "1vlng rules and full directions 'for 1205 " and the Tricky Trapper• or Arlett Aft Bl
g ,
er
a
'
'
_
Game.
p laying Euchre, Crfobage, Casino , Forty-Five, .Rounce,
1206 " Giving rt Straight; or, The Worst Cam1"of All.
P edro Sancho. Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All Fours,
1207 " Gunning for Gunmen; or, Arletta and the
·
,i nd many other popular g9.J\leS of cards.
Greaser Ruffian s.
l208 "
No. M. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.Surrounded by Gold; or, A Treasure Worth a
Giving complete information as to the manner and
.
million.
;,1etllod of ralslnat keeping,....te.miug, breeding and man1209 " Ba1fllng Death: or. Arletta and the ChlfSm .
: gl.Dg all kinds of pets; also giving full Instructions tor
1210 I ' and the Reckless Regulars; or, Saving a Com- )
, ,altfng cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
pa.ny of Cavalry.
·
illutratfons.

~~

0 0

~~g1~::

1
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